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DAMAGED TOWNS
Glucose Factory Explodes

Endangers Many Lives
and Much Property.
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Must Stand Trial as Individuals.
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Statehood Seems As Far
As Ever From Agree-
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NEWS IS SCANT
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NEW MEXICO, TUESDAY

NEW TERRITORIAL

JURY LAW

0GDEN

Moody and Cortlcyou Do Not REPUBLIC OIL COMPANY WITHDRAWS

Appear in Court When
Summoned.
Jefferson

City,

Mo., May 22.

Senate
The

state supreme court today upheld the

dea'jh sentences Imposed by the lower
court in the cases of Frank Hot t man
and Mrs. Aggie Myers, convicted of

FROM OHIO Falsely Stamped Articles of
Gold or Silver Rejected
Priviliges
Directed Committee on
and Elections
From Commerce.
to Report What Senate Shall Do In Case of
Special to The Evening Citizen.
Senator Burton of Kansas.
Washington, D. C, May 22. The

JUDGE REFUSES TO

ATTACK DIGNITARIES.
Mav 22 Counsel forJohn
H. Dalton, who was today placed on
Ohlcntro

NO INCENTIVE FOR ARREST
OF U. S. A. DESERTERS.
Topeka, Kan., May 22. The military

authorities at Fort Riley, Kan., are
entirely satisfied with the decision of
the controller of the treasury, so
much In their behalf, as to require
of them no payment to civil officer
who arrested a man on the supposition that he was a deserter. The lat- -'
ter turned out to be an
and the civil officer claimed a reward
or some compensation, or at least reimbursement of expenses, because the
telegram of instructions to him from
Fort Riley contained the words "usual
reward." It appears that the man confessed desertion, but claimed that he
had been discharged for service, which
was a fact not communicated to the
officer at Fort Riley by the official
who made the arrest. The controller
says that this lack of full information
amounted to misleading the military
authorities, who might have made an
investigation had they known the assertion of discharge, and much expense and trouble would have been
prevented. The case has attracted
much attention in the army, where
the question of paying rewards for
the apprehension of deserters has assumed awkward legal aspects.
FIERCE

FIGHT AT
MILE-EN-

CHARLES

F.
UP

D

SALOON

SPADDER

LIKEWISE
THE PROPRIETOR.
BEATEN

BADLY
WEBB,

Reports received in this city this
afternoon tell of a fierce brawl that
look place last night at a saloon
and resort out North Fourth street,
known as "Mile Knd," about one mile
north of the Mountain road, in which
Charles F. Spadder of Bernalillo was
severely beaten about the face and
head, and the proprietor named Webb,
was also seriously beaten up.
The details of the fight could not
be gleaned this afternoon as uo warrants were sworn out for the arrest of
any of the parties, nor were the police
called on. As it occurred outside of
the city limits the city police did not
Investigate and the sheriff's office
knew nothing of It up to a late hour
this afternoon.
Reports of the fight state that
knives, hatchets, base ball bats and
other Implements of a like nature
played a prominent part in the brawl
in which Spad.ler, the most seriously
injured, had an eye knocked out and
his head split.
A doctor was called to the scene
of the flht but up to press time had
not returned to the city.
Coston Wcol Market.
Boston. Mass.. May U:'. Tho y. ol
lnarki'i is !iii't and s'eudy. The
stoc'i is well cleaned up and is bcin:;
removed by iiiaiiufactur is fr.mi th'
wa
Louies. This is taken io indicate tnu-- . there is no reduction In
All
conenmrthm of raw material.
Ib'f e wools are comparatively dull.

The pension of Matthew
lamy for $30, lias passed.

Oiho.

SENATE ADOPTS RESOLUsenate today directed the committee
on elections and privileges to investigate the effect of yesterday's decision by the supreme court, in the case
of Senator Burton of Kansas. The
resolution was offered by Senator
Hale and is as follows:
Resolved, That the committee on
privileges and elections be directed
to examine into the legal effect of the
late decision of the supreme court of
the United States In the case of Joseph R. Burton, senator from Kansas,
and as soon as may, to report their
recommendations as to what action, if
any, shall be taken by the senate."
The resolution was adopted without
debate.

merce of falsely stamped
made of gold and silver.

MONIMEN T IS ASKED FOR
MAJOR POWELL AND
His Companions, Explorers of the Grand
Canyon of the Colorado, in the
Years 1869 and 187L

articles,

AFTER MURDERER OF
VICE CONSUL STUART.
Washington. D. C May 22. Rus
sian officials are making every possl-Ikeffort to capture the murderers of
W. H. Stuart, who was American vice
consul at Batoum, Russia, according
to a dliatcn received by the state
department) today, from Ambassador
Meyer, at St. Petersburg, and also
similar advices received from Thomas
B.
Heenan, American consul at
Odessa. Meyer'B dispatch says the
reasons ror the attack, on Stuart are
still unknown.
1

MARINES AT GUANTANA
MAflKSMEN.

Washington, D. C, May 22. Reports
received of the small arms target
practice at the naval station at
Indicate that the navy possesses admirable facilities for such
work. There are means of conducting
practice with Ptld pieces, and boat
guns. No matter how large the fleet
visiting Guantanamo, all the boat guns
could be fired In practice at one time.
Practice with revolvers can be conducted at the same time while other
work Is going on. There is a line of
110 targets at various distances and
unsurpassed means of taking care of
a large body of men and keeping up
the records of the work. This effectThree campflies will be held on iveness is In strong contrast to any
Wednesday evening. The largest will of the ranges In the United States.
be at the State Soldiers' Home, while
the other two will be held down town.
Corporal Tanner will speak at all
three. Thursday morning the final
business session of the encampment
will be held. At that meeting the of
fleers for the complng year will he
elected. There is considerable rivalry
for the office of department command
er, the principal candidates being By'it
ron R. Russell, Crawfordsville; Dr. A
R. Tucker, Noblesvllle; E. R. Brown,
Montlcello, and John I). Alexander, of

ARE ASSEMBLED

o,

In Indiana and in Illinois, in Annual State
Encampments State Soldiers Homes
Have Sent Their Quota.
22. The
May
Ind.,
annual encampment of
the Department of Indiana, G. A. R.,
which opened here this morning, has
attracted several thousand veterans
and visitors from all parts of this
state. The city is handsomely decor-axe- d
and the hotels and streets are
crowded with sight seers. The morning was devoted to the reception of
the arriving delegates, their registration, the distribution of the badges
and the preliminary work of the organization. In the afternoon there
will be several committee meetings.
This evening the Women's Relief
Corps will give a reception in honor
of Corporal Tanner, commander-in-chie- f
of the Grand Army, and Governor Hanly, who will deliver an address.
The first business session of the encampment will be held tomorrow
morning. At that Bession, George
Durgan, mayor of Lafayette, will deliver an address cf welcome, to which
Department Commander M. S. Tackett
will respond. Other prominent members of the G. A. R. will also deliver
addresses. At noon the encampment
will adjourn, and at 1:30 o'cloolc the
parade will start. It is expected that
this will be the largest parade ever
held by the Department of Indiana,
owing to the fact that nearly all the
tint) inmates of the
State Soldiers'
Home will take part In tho parade,
besides the largo number of veterans
who are here to attend the encapment.
The parade will be reviewed by Corporal Tanner. After tho parade
business session of the encampment will be held.
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White river, and three of them with
public today:
drew near the end of the Grand Can
Members of the United States Geo- - yon, and were afterwards killed by
logical Burvey feel a lively interest in the Shewlt Indians. After a perilous
the fact that the trustees of the voyage, made more rapidly than was
American Scenic and Historic Preser- desired because of Bhort rations, the
vation Society have recently present- survivors reached the mouth of the
ed to congress a memorial in which Rio Virgin. There they were picked
they ask that a monument be erected up and succored by some Mormons,
at some place near the Grand Canyon who had been sent by Brlgham Young
of Colorado river to Major John Wes- to that point to establish a settleley Il'well, the explorer, and his com- ment.
panions. Major Powell was the sec
The scientific results of the first
ond .director... of .the Federal survey, expedition were unsatisfactory, fcnd a
The present organization, which UeUecoud expedition was planned for the
helped to found, and of which he was purpose of collecting sclentiflo data
the head from 1882 to 1894, Is In many and making a better exploration. The
respects the expression of his Idea of second party, which numbered eleven
men, left Green river In 1871. Sec
what a geological survey should be.
Remembered as a patriot and a sol- ond In Command of this party was
dier, his fame rests chiefly on his Prof. A. H. Thompson, who afterwards
achievements as a scientist. The single became a member of the Powell sur
feat for which he was mopt renowned vey, and, later, when Major Powell
was his exploration of Colorado river .became director, a member of the
of the west. He and his companions United States
survey,
Geological
were the first human beings to trav- where he still holds the position of
erse that canyon, the most remark- geogrnphor,
able In the known world, feared and
This party explored the river part
shunned by even the natives born on way, but did not enter Grand Canyon
Its edges.
In 1871 for two reasons. The weather
Prior to 18G7, the portion of Colo- became cold and food was scarce. It
rado river "between Green river val- was decided, therefore, to spend the
ley In Wyoming and the mouth of Rio winter of 1871-- 2 exploring the country
Virgin in Nevada was a mystery.
It adjacent to the canyon, and establish
flowed through long, deep canyons, ing a base of supplies. In 1872, the
the largest of which was over a mile descent of the canyon was resumed
deep and from 10 to 15 miles wide with only seven in the party. The
from rim to rim. At other places the other four men had fallen 111, and no
walls contracted, the course of the others appeared to have the courage
river became obscured, and among tne to take their places. It was commonly
many wild and fantastic tales told believed that the explorers would
about It were stories of strange and never le seen again, but no lives were
abhorrent underground passages.
lost, although Major Powell was nearly
In 1869, Powell made his firbt voy- killed
age, an undertaking
probably never
It Is felt that the phenomenal work
surpassed In daring. His party con- of these explorers entitles them to
sisted of ten men, including himself. national recognition,
j
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Celebrated in Bonn

With Consideral Eclat,

Among Participants Being Frau von

rs

KrausOsborne

ADMIRAL, DOUBASSOFF.

1

Another attempt to kill Admiral
Doubassoff has Just ben made. One
of his feet was blown off and the
bomb thrower was killed. Several attempts have been made on the life of
Doubassoff, who is
hated by
the revolutionists.

1

CONFERENCE OF
CHARITIES AND CORRECTIONS
Petersburg. Va.. M. -- - The fjtlh
annual conference ot the Virginia
Conference of Ch'. .l.s and Correcthis- evening for
tions will open
a three days' session
The conference
w'th a recepwill open this
tion, at which the
lenities will ,c
v elcomed by Mavor W. M. Jones and
tho Hon. C. T.
The Kcv.
J. M. I'ilcner, preside;. I of tho conAn unusually
ference, will respond.
Interesting program has been prepared
lor the eoiiten nee, and many lniMrt-an- t
subjects will I"' discussed by
prominent charity workers. Anions
those who will address the conference
ure.MiMj Nannie J M:t.or, Mrs. V. M.
;
Jones. I)r. John
Miss
Maty V. Thomas, Mer. weather
the Hon. William A Howies. W
W. Arnold. Jr..
S. Copeland, 1'rof
I
a
S.
Wad-d:!- l.
.
(Mrs. William
the ev. W. A. K Coodwin. the
Hon. John 1.. Kopii. K
Kgeron,
the l!ev. lieorgc K. :e.,ker. the Hon.
C. T. I.assiter, Mis.
'
Waller liar-- 1
rett, and others.
VIRGINIA

ew-nin-

d-

Naval cistn passed by Mr. Newberry on the
Washington, 1. ('..
officers are much impressed with the naval courts. The officers of the service are speculating upon the direct
comments made by Assistant Secre- effect
comof these departmental
tary Newberry, as acting secretary of ments. Some of them seem to think
the navy, on two recent court martial that the rebuke will tend to influence
May 22.

naval court martial action bereaf'er;
others realize that a naval or military
court is rarely impressed with departmental comments, no matter how adverse they may be. Courts martial
seMeni, if ever, n veise their finding,
and it is the one opportunity which
otticers luive to maintain something
like o'stiiiacy in the face of hihi r
authority. At he same time, iu at
least one ol the c.,.-e-- described, then-ia general indorsement of Mr
criticism i f the neiii, and
Ihose fatui.:ar w i' 1. Hi" inc:.!enl
surprise that tin- court fi'l-'to npprecia'e 'he gravity t.f tiealleged

s

New-Ijeriy-

ANNIVERSARY

COMPOSER SCHUMANN

TWO COURTS MARTIAL

d,

be-ic- al

FIFTIETH

ACTING SECRETARY SGORES

cases, one that of Lieutenant Seho-fielwho was held accountable for
au accident on a torpedo boat, and
the other that of Paymaster I.uUesh,
charged with misconduct on 'he Asia-ati- c
station. In both cases the courts
failed, according to Mr. Newberry's
notion, to impose sufficient punishment, and the reprimand administered
to t'.'e otticers limit r sentence inchi led
an cqj.il rebuke, if nol a grMter one,
for the naval officers composing the
courts. It is not without precedent,
of course, that courts are rebuked for
their findings, but it Is somewhat
in the navy department to have
a lininistcrcd just the sort of criti- -

Washgton, D. C, May 22. The fol- - They had four boats, one of which was
Mowing press bulletin of the Geolog- - wrecked. One of the party left
tllpy went below the mouth of
department, No. iiZ, was made

OF VETERANS

SWELL THE NUMBERS.
Galesbure. 111.. May 22. The annual
state encampment of the Grand Army
of tho Republic, Department of Illinois, opened here today. The city is
filled with visitors from all parts of
tne state, wno nave come nere to attend the elica moment. Besides thn (1
A. H., the annual meeting of the Sons
nf Vi ternna nnl of the Women's Re
lief Corps state departments is being
held here. An elaborate program has
heen nrrnnfred fur the ennimnment.
The principal feature of today is the
dedication or tne monument to me
niemnrv nf the fnnimiA nrniv nui'KG.
Moth Bickerdyke, for which the state
legislature appropriated i.0i. 'i lie re
To- will also be several recentlons.
will hi. the crand narade. and
" vetit is expected that nearly
erans will march in the procession.
will le on
be election of officers
Thursday, the Hosing day of the encampment.
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Spelter.

I.oul.,. Mo.
ai ;,.so.
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Bonn. May 21'. To commemorate
the fiftieth anniversary of Schumann,
the great (leiinaii composer, the musical organizations of this city have
celebration,
arranged a memorial
;11
formally open this evenwhich
ing wiili a concert, at which a number of Schumann's compositions will
iiiero will be two
be performed,
special evening concerts, the first one
tonight, the second one tomorrow
night, in which there will be performances of the overtures to "Manfred"
(eiiov eva." the symphonies in:
and
K flat and B flat, the piano concerto,
the concert pieces for four horns, with
orchestra accompaniment, the "Kaust-szeiieiithe "Neujahrslied" ami the

s

,"

Kraus-Osborn-

n,

iec.

SERIOUS LOSS BY FIRE
AFFLICTS OGDEN, UTAH.
Ogden, Utab, May 22. A fire, whics
started at 2 o'clock this morning, destroyed half a block of business houses
on Washington avenue, including tbe
building of the Burton Implement
company, the Lowe (hardware store.
the' Burrup grocery and other stores.
The loss is about 1350,000.
OF LUNATICS WERE
KILLED BY EARTHQUAKE.

NUMBER

San FranciBco, Cal., May 22. Besides the scores of employes and pa- -'
tients Injured by the collapsing of
the Agnews Insane asylum on the
morning of the earthquake of last
month, there were 108 killed. A list
of the dead has Just been completed,
showing eleven employes and ninety-seve- n
patients.
Banks Opened Yesterday.
Commercial banks opened yesterday, but the expected rush for money
did not materialize. More money waa
deposited than was "withdrawn.
Four More Bodies Found.
Four additional cases were added to.
tho coroner's list of earthquake and
fire victims yesterday. The bodies
were found In ruins in different parts
of the city. Only one, William Bur-niwas identified. The coroner's
list now numbers 395.
Confidence In Banking Circles.
That absolute confidence reigns in
banking circles here was made evident today when several savings Institutions announced that they would
open doors for business tomorrow
morning. This announcement came in
the nature of a mild surprise, for it
had been agreed that the savings institutions would open doors next Monday. Many of the savings institutions
which resume business tomorrow instead of next Monday give as reason
for It is for public good as well an
financial policy to thus demonstrate
stability.
WOMEN'S GOLD TOURNAMENT
FOR CHAMPIONSHIP.
New York, May 22. The seventh
annual champlouship tournament of
the Women's Metropolitan dolt Association opened here today on the links;
The
of tho Knglewood Golf Club.
morning was devoted to preliminarmedal
ies. There will bo an
play qualifying round this afternoon,
tho first elht qualifying for the
championship, and the others in secfor
ond, third and fourth eights,
which two prizes will be offered in
each division. Tomorrow afternoon
the first match play round of the
championship will take place and half
an hour later the second, third and
fourth eights will drivo off. A'9-ho- lt
putting contest will also by played tomorrow, possibly in the forenoon.
round
On Thursday, the semi-finfor the championship will be played
at 1 o'clock in tho afternoon, and the
semi finals In the other sets will start
half an hour later. The championship
final will be played on Friday afternoon and the other final rounds will
start half an hour later.
The course Is in excellent coudi;ion
and the number of entries unusually
large. Many prominent society people have turned out to watch the
games, and It is expected that there
will be large galleries throughout tho
week.
le

chor. the same organization which officiated at the funeral of Schumann,
fifty years ago. The regular concert,
set for Aseencion Day, will also bo
devoted to Schumann's memory, and
Its program will comprise ih.- - piano
quartette, the "Dlchterlicb, ' song
cycle, piano solos, and the Spanish
"Llederspiel."
The orchestral direction of the festival will be shared by Joiiciiim and
Prof. (Jruter, town music director of
Bonn. As assisting artists the following organizations and soloi-thave
been engaged:
The enlarged Philharmonic orchestra, the Town Choral
I'nlon, Increased to the stiength of
2ou female and over loo male voices;
on Dohnanyi, pi.itio;
Krnest
tl.'
"Bequietn for Mignon."
Penable Wind Quartette (f Paris;
On Thursday morning, a short me- Frau von
Fraulien
morial ceremony will take place at Keppcl, and Messrs. von Krau-;- Mess,
Schumann's grave. In the Altar Fried-ho- f, chaert ami Felix Senilis, vocal. Frau
u
will von
on which occasion chorals
Is an American,
lie sung by the Concordia Maenneii- - formerly Miss ICisbein of Buffalo.
e,

,

Kraus-OKborn-

al

LAWSON S FAMOUS
KENNEL TO BE SOLD
Boston, Mass., May 22. Dog lovers
and fanciers from all parts of the
east will be on the spot this afternoon
at the Ucadvillo Trotting Track, when
Thomas W. Law son's famous kennel
of prize dugs will be soltl to the highest bidder.
The list Includes Kngllsh
bulldogs, Prince Charles Hpauiols,
Uuby
Blenheim spaniels,
THOMAS

MEET IN INTEREST OF PRO- JECTED INLAND WATERWAYS
a!
It ,i s. I.a.. May 22. The
d in : he interest
of
..'
Co!l

printed

$2'hi,i)oi)

I

i

I

1

1

.

I

dele-.-ateS-

i h-

--

nee Eisben.

fur a surver, but this
will not be undertaken unl.r ., Captain
l.dgar Jaudiii. engineer in c' aigc, I'.
S. A., reports favorably.
In order to
do this lie must have tonnage statistalong
waterway
ni'aiid
the 'H
ics of freight handled along the gulf
xas coast
l he gall
Louisiana and
Mississippi
Itio
and
lo conned the
today with a MRS. JEFFERSON DAVIS
(ramie, opelle h'
represent
large mil). her ol
RAPIDLY RECOVERING.
ee
inicresieci in
ing the
New Voik. May 22. Mrs. Jefferson
the wa''' iy. Among those In at- - meniors of Louis Itivis was reported so much
tendance ;i
Spelter, iana ati'l T. .i an. many oilier men this afternoon that her recovery is
Coiitjre.s has appro- - considered almost certain.
of prolnili
Win-js'o-

New York. May 22. Six men were
killed and fifty others Injured today
iy an explosion in the plant of the
New York Glucose company at Sha-dyslde, N. J., opposite the city.
it is believed that the explosion
was caused by a defect In one of the
steam boilers. The four-storbuilding was completely wrecked and aa
outbuilding wag also torn to
There were 5K men In the building
at the time of the explosion. After
the explosion rescuer found twelre
men imprisoned in the burning debris and made frantic efforts to res
cue them. Two were taken out f
tally injured, when flames drove the
rescuers back and It Is feared that
ton other men were burned to death.
Not So Bad as Reported.
later Information proved that no
one was killed in the explosion, and
those who were endangered by fire
wer rescued. In the confusion which
followed the explosion, many report
of serious loss of Mfe were circulated, but investigation proved that all
were untrue. A score of men employed In the dynamo and engine
rooms were more or less injured.
Some thirty men who were in the
building had narow escapes from
death, but all were taken from the
blazing ruins by fellow workmen. The
disaster wias caused by the explosion
of a big steam pipe.
y

it n,..

Gunn-tanam-

FIRE

San Francisco's Afflicted Field.

BILL AFFECTING INTER
STATE COMMERCE.
Washington, D. C, May 22. The
senate today passed the bill forbidding the carriage In interstate com-

TION IN CASE OF BURTON
Washington, D. C, May 22. The

VETERANS OF THE CIVIL WAR

trial on an indictment charging him
with using the malls to promote a
jitmUni in n. lot.trv. flaked
fiAmA

Judge Landis of the United States
circuit court, to issue attachmrnhs
for Postmaster fleneral Cortelvou and
Attorney General Moody. It was de
clared that both 'had been served
with subpoenas but had not appeared
in court. Judge Landis refused to issue the attachments.

REPUBLIC OIL COMPANY
WITHDRAWS FROM OHIO
Columbus, Ohio, May 22. The Republic Oil company, a subsidiary to
the Standard, today announced to the
secretary of state its withdrawal from weeK.

BY

Some News of Interest From

Andrews hill, Amending thQ imv r. ir
selecting Juries for United States
courts, .passed the house.
It is expected that a statehood
greement will lie reached tonight mr
tomorrow. If not, dally sessions will be
hell! till Jin ncrppml n ntinll Un rnaph.
ed. The senate Is said to be firmly
determined tnat the second Foraker
amendment shall be incorporated
Into the till instead of the first,
which the house was reported
as
willing to accept. The whole question
14 sun very much mixed.
A Dostmaster for I jib Yaib
rri,l
town), will be appointed within itie

These men were Indicted in December last, with other officials of
the railways
and packing houses,
whose trials are to be held later. The
government has
forty witnesses,
among whom Is J. A. Rolierts, expert
on rates, In the employ of the interstate commerce commission.

Washington. I). C, May 22. Com
murdering the woman's husband at missioner of Corporations James R.
Kansas City, and set June 29 as the Garfield, stated today that he will
late of execution.
submit to the president further in
formation on the result of his Investigation of the oil industry. The
Fuller Particulars of Case.
Kansas City, Mo., May 22. The report recently submitted to congress
murder of Clarence Myers, by his covered only the question of trans
wife and Frank Hottman, her lover, portation and freight rates, but Gar
was most
Myers was field is now engaged in preparing rea pressman and lived with fols wife ports on the production and refining
In a small cottage in the outskirts of of oil, control of ipipe lines, organiza
the city. Hottman was a frequent tion, foregu trade and conditions, and
caller. Hottman and Mrs. Myers, it comietltive methods.
developed at the trial, deliberately
planned to get Myers out of the way RAILROAD OFFICIALS
ARE NOT IMMUNE.
so they could marry. On the night
Kansas City, Mo., May 22. Judge
of the murder the woman let Hottman into the house. Hottman struck" Smith Mcpherson, of Iowa, sitting in
Myers with a billiard cue, who called the place of Judge John F. Phillips,
for his wife. In reply, she stabbed today overruled the demurrer of the
her husband repeatedly in the back, uurnngton to tne indictment against
with a pair eif scissors, and held him cjhclals of that company, and they
while Hottman finished the Job. Mrs. must now go to trial.
Myers gave Hottman money, with
The Government Now Ready.
which he fled west. He was ai rested
The government today in the United
and confessed, implicating the woman. States district court announced that
it was ready for trial In the three rebate cases. The cases called are
CAN'T DISSIPATE THE
PROPERTY OF ZION CITY those of George I. Thomas, Irelght
Chicago, May 22. Judge Landls to- broker, New York, and his chief
under Indictday, in the United Stated ditsrict clerk, L. B. Taggart,
court, issued an order restraining ment for alleged conspiracy in securWillsbur G. Voliva and all of his at ing rebate for shippers; and against
torneys, agents and employes from Gtorge H. Crceby, former assistant
disposing of, or in any manner dissi- freight traffic manager of the Burlingpating the assets of the estate of ton railroad, charged with conspiracy
declaring in giving rebates.
Zion City. An order
Dowie Individually insolvent was en
tered by the court.

SUFFERED

r

DOG

lal-matla-

spaniels and Boston terriers.
the lot are mauy of tho finest
the country aud the sale will
of the most important ever
this country.

Among
dogs lu
bo one
held In
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Special Correspondence;
It
Constantinople, May 22.
has
reKrtod Hint the lOiltan of
Turkey Is dying of an IncuraMe disease. The sultan nfJ'nlly has given
much thought to tho succession to
the throne and h approaching death
Jias hit atoned the. plans ho lias worked
out r r tho alteration of he Turkish
In order that his favorite- son,
Offlilt Paper ef Bernalillo County law.
Buihan-EddinITInee Mehmod
! City of Albuquerque.
may succeed him.
fmm MWhh Dltaattfcai.
According to the Imperial law, the
Urfaat CHjr t4 Caaaty ClraalatlM.
sultanate rioea not descend to the eldTa UriMt Haw Mnk Clrtalrtlaa.
est son. of tho rnlur, hut always goes
larjaat Ntrthara Arlnna ClmitaHaa. to the eldest member of tho Oman
TIRMI OF SUItCKIPTIOf II

II

noota

Varied Line

tOU

Dally by Currier. 60c per month
Tarn Irnmi Crmtni will ba dallnrad In thr
a thai law rata af 10 aanta ear araak. ar far to
mmmtm

mmt

UPtA.

tl
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Ctmm-j-
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Hide

hnr

aanfar
mmj

Show Them

HIGHLAND
Aatomatle. 183

WANTED.

i

Colombo

IT

Q
A

v;

a

OUTLOOK BRIGHT

.

nrce.

PHARMACY

these princes 'are degenerates
No Regret Felt For Passing BothAbdul
Id anxious that neither
and
Painlesa Extracting
him as the ruler of
follow
shall
Away of Late Grand and
Turkey.
ALL

Petit Juries.
SAYS JURIES

URSIP THE

POWER

Special Correspondence.
Algodones, N. M., May 21. This
promises to be the banner year for
crops In this part of the country.
Is now ready for the first cutting and several will commence this
'week. The first cutting will be a
very heavy crap, much over the aver-ge- .
The wheat crop Is In excellent
condition.
So far, other crops are
also looking well. Apples, peaches,
plums, cherries and other fruits are
tn prime condition, and on the whole
the outlook is the best fur many
years. There are no grass hoppers
cr other insects ad yet to Injure the
crops. No great regret Is fe.t by
the majority of the people of this
)lace for the passing away of the
late lamented grand and petit juries
of Sandoval county. Yet the blame
should not it laid on the men who
composed the juries. It should be
placed- where it rightfully belongs. It
is a good thing for the Second judl
tial district that we have a district
attorney wlio has Wie courage and
amnesty to publicly condemn such an
outrage on public Justice. There Is a
Temedy which might be applied In
such cases as this, and that would be
to have the legislature pass a law dis
franchising any , precinct or county
where the law cannot be enforced on
account of some clique or faction not
being willing to allow Juries to
f sb the guilty who belong to their faction. In cases that are connected
with political schemes, and not Infre
quently In those In which political
men are parties to the uits, it is
ofter found that the general predjudices or partialities of the outdoor
factions enter the Jury box. This is
most serious evil, too, far even
when the feeling does not produce a
direct and flagrant wrong. It Is very
pt so far to temper the right as to
deprive it of much of its virtue.
What I most complain of Is the
a

Jmct

that tho jurors are fast

Incom-

ing Judges. They are even getting to
tie legislators, making the law, as
well as Interpreting it. How often
does it happen that the court tells
the jury that such Is the law, and the
Jury comes in with a verdict which
tells the count that such is not the
Jaw.
We are in some hopes that the feelings of the lawi and order portion of
nr county will be so aroused that
when the election comes on thU fall
we will be able to elect a fairer and
tmore Impartial set of men to carry
on the affairs of the county. Some
t the present officers are very good,
but we want them all good, if possi-

ble.

J.

H. M.

UNIVERSITY OF NEW
MEXICO CONDITIONS
COURSE IN MECHANICAL, ELECTRICAL, CIVIL AND MINING ENGINEERING TO BE IN8TALLED.
1'rof. Rupert F. Asplund, Instructor

of Latin and Greek in the University
of New Mexico,-a- t Albuquerque,, and

who has been appointed by the board
of regeuts to visit the high schools of
the territory, affiliated with the institution, for the purpose of talking with
this year's graduates, with a view to
encouraging them to become students
of the University, arrived In Santa Fe
on Wednesday, says the New Mexican.
Santa Fe Is the first city which he
visited, and while here he spent his
time interviewing the pupils of the
local high school. During the forenoon he talked to the seventh and
eighth grades, and told them in a conservative maimer, what the University of New Mexico has to offer In
tho way of a preparatory course. In
tho afternoon he spoke to the senior
4 la titi . and outlined the college course
in detail. He told thorn of the various
departments and the facilities which
the institution has for teaching them.
Convernlng the University, Prof.
Asplund is very enthusiastic, and had
the following to say to a New Mexican

representative:
"The institution Is now In its fif
teenth year, and better thau it ever

was before. We have more students
and the courses are better In every
department. This year we had St2 stu
dents and there were eleven graduates
xroiu the collet,', normal and prepar
ittory courses. The faculty consists of
Presitwelve instructors,
dent W. G. Tight, and they are competent In their departments.
"The board of regents has decided
that beginning next term courses In
Hectrlcal. mechanical, civil and uiln
ing engineering will be taught, and
I'rof. Cadby of the University of Wis
rouulii has been secured to take
charge of this department. This will

Reschat lives solely for the consolation of his harem, and has no
friends who would obeot to the sultan's plans to cut him off as an heir
to the throne, but Youssouf, while
dissolute, Is a man of courage and he
Abdul jhjas
Is feared. At present
placed him in exile In a little village
in Asia Minor, where he is guarded
from plotters and plotting by a company of soldiers.
Abdul's son, Prince Mehmed, Is 21
years old, and. is the brighten member of the royal family. He has had a
sea training and Is an Intellectual
giant compared with the harem-raiseOsmans. However, he is by
th;' present law but fourteenth in the
line of succoseion and for that reason
Abdul is trying his best to fix things
so that some day he may be the commander of tho faithful.

WORK

....50c

$8

ABSOLUTELY GUAR
ANTEED.

B. F. COPP.
ROOM 12. N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING

d

National League.

At Chicago

Chicago

New York

R. H. E.
4 10

2

6

1

Batteries Reuhlbach, Beebe
Kling; Wlltse, Matthewson and

be a splendid addition to our InstiAt Cincinnati
tution, and we expect at least bIx stu- Cincinnati
up
some
one
of
these
dents to take
Brooklyn

4

and
Bow-ernia-

n.

R. H. E.
8
4 10
6

4

3

courses at the beginning of next term.
Ewlng.
Batteries
and
Overall
We have sufficient equipment for them Schlel; Strlcklett and Bergen.
by
thought
to last two years and it is
R. H. E.
At Pittsburg
that time the classes will have in- Pittsburg
8 14 0
creased enough to warrant the board Boston
0 7 1
apparregents
to install additional
of
Batteries Willis & Peltz, Young
atus."
and Needham.
Prof. Asplund left for Las Vegas,
At St. Louis
R. H. E.
and will visit the following schools, St. Louis
0 6 0
which are affiliated with the Uni- Philadelphia
1
5 1
versity, and from which 60 pupils will
Batteries
Brown and Spencer,
Albuquerque, Sparks and Dooln.
graduate this season:
Las Vegas, Clayton, Raton, Roswell,
Alamo-gordCarlsbad, Doming, Gallup,
American League.
At New York
R. H. E.
Santa Rosa and Farmington.
7
Chicago
7 1
New York
6 11 4
OFFICIAL MATTERS
Batteries White, Owen and Sullivan; Chesbro, Clark, Glrfflth and
Deputy Game Warden Appointed.
Game and Fish Warden W. E. GrifR. H. E.
At Boston
fin has appointed all the range riders
2 9 3
on the Lincoln Reserve, numbering Detroit
1
6 3
seven men as deputy game and fish Boston
Batteries 'Mullins
and Schmidt,
wardens.
Examination of Candidates for Forest Winter and Graham.
R. H. E.
At Washington
Rangers.
9 16 2
For several days during the past Washington
1
9 1
week an examination of candidates for St. Louis
e,
Falkenberg and
Batteries
appointment as rangers on the United
Powell and Rickey.
States Forest reserve in this terriR. H. E.
At Philadelphia
tory haB been In progress before the
2 8 2
civil service examination committee at Cleveland
1 8 1
the podtomce at Albuquerque. The ex- Philadelphia
Batteries Wells, Bemis and Bue-loamination closed Friday afternoon.
Waddell, Plank and Schreck.
Among the candidates was liert Phil-Hp- s,
Indian painter, who Is a resident
Western League.
of the county seat of Taos county. Mr.
R. II. E.
At Sioux City
Phillips was In Santa re Sunday Sioux
7
1 10
City
and loft yesterday morning for his Pueblo
9 12 0
Taos home.
McCabe and Hess, MorriMeeting of Trustees of the Reform sonBatteries
and Slsler.
School.
R. H. E.
Lincoln
The trustees of the reform school DesAt Moines
0 4 0
of New Mexico held a meeting Satur
Batteries J. Jones
and Zinran,
day afternoon last at the office of Dr. Manske
and Towne.
J. H. Sloan in the Capitol building,
R. H. E.
At Omaha
Santa Fe. There were present Dr. J. Omaha
5 9 2
H. Sloan, chairman; Venceslao Jara-mlll- Denver
2
4
1
secretary and treasurer, and An
Batteries McNecley and Gondlng;
tonio de Vargar, member. Outstanding Paige
and Schrant.
accounts against the board were pre
sented, audited and ordered paid as
American Association.
far as the funds in the treasury of the
Minneapolis-St- .
Minneapolis
At
Ixiard would permit. The board then Paul game postponed on account of
adjourned subject to the call of the rain.
chair.
At Milwaukee
Meeting of Medical Board.
2
Milwaukee
meeting
The
of the Kansas City
4
New Mexico board of health, was
At Toledo
called to order at the Capitol building, Toledo
10
Santa Fe, yesterday morning at 10 -- oulsvllle
8
Alo'clock. Dr. G. W. Harrison of
At Indianapolis
buquerque, president of the board; I). Indianapolis
0
D. Black of las Vegas, secretary; J. Columbus
1
J. Shuler of Raton; W. W. Radcliffe of
Helen, and J. A. Massio, of Santa Ke, PROPOSALS FOR THE PURCHASE
OF CITY BUILDING BONDS.
were in attendance. There were forty-fiv- e
applicants for permits to pracSealed
bids endorsed "Bid for City
tice medicine in the territory; a
greater number than at any previous Building Bonds" and addressed to the
meeting. The lioard was bu.-- all day "City Clerk, Albuquerque, N. M.,"
examining explications preparatory to will be received at the ofilce of the
l
granting licenses to those entitled to city clerk of Albuquerque, N. M.,
12 o'clock, noon, June 4, 1906, for
receive them. It will probably require
two days before the board complete an Issue of thirty thousand ($30,000)
dollars of city building londs of the
Its labors.
city of Albuquerque, N. M. A certified check for one thousand ($1,000)
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
dollars must accompany each bid.
(Homestead Kntry No. Sirfi.)
ta!d sum to he forfeited to the city,
Depirtment of the Interior, Land Of- as liquidated damages, by the bidder
fice at Santa Fo, N. M., May 12 in case of failure of performance by
lHOG.
him If his bid Is accepted.
Notice Is hereby given that tho folSaid city building bonds are to be
lowing natned settler has filed no- Issued In the denomination of one
tice of his intention to make final thousand ($1,000) dollars each, are
pro f in support of his claim, and to bear Interest at a rate not to exthat said proof will be made Ix'fore ceed four (4) per cent per annum,
t!io proliute
clerk at Albuquerque, and are to be sold at not less than
New Mixico, on Jnly 5, l'JOti, viz.:
thoir par value. B.uh principal and
Jo?in M. Ounn, of Ijiguna, Valencia Interest are to be paid In New York
county. N. M., for the north half of city and the Interest Is to be payable
the northeist quarter of section 2fi,
on the first days of Jantownsljip 7 north, range C west.
uary and July of each year.
He names the following witnesses
Said bonds are to be payable at the
to pnivo his continuous residence option of the city, twenty (20) years
ill on ami
cultivation of said land,
and absolutely" payable thirty (30)
'::.:
years after date. Tho rUlit Is reKenneth C. C. Gunn, K. II. Mi'.lett. served t reject any and all bids.
r"irt:o II. l'radt and John S. l'radt,
For further information, address
all of Ijigtina, New Mexico.
Harry F. Lev. City Clerk, AlbuquerM AN'l'KL It. OTKItO,
que. N. M.
Register.
llv onler of the oltv council.
HAItUV F. LKK, City Clerk.
Any skin ilo!iin Is a temper tester.
May 2. l'J06.
The more you scratch the worse it
Itches.
loan's Oolnt ment cures piles,
Never mind, John D.. If you did
wzeina any bkln itching. At all spell gentleman with, a "j" in '73. That
drug storm.
wasn't the only error of '73.
o,

e.

Klt-tredg-

o,

semi-annu-

al

y

un-t'.-

semi-annuall-

1

per avenue.
Experienced sawyer for
circular sawmill; good wages. Apply
room 5, Whiting Block, city.
WANTED Teams," for logging-a- nd
lumlK-hauling, at Maine, Ariz. For
particulars, address the, J. M. Dennis Luimljer Co., Rhoodes, Ariz.
WAiMTED T buy for cash, five or
modern house. Answer,
giving particulars and price. Lock
Box 4, City.
WANTED
Gentlemen's second-hanclothing. No. 515 South First street,
south of viaduct. Send address and
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
WAN I ED loung man as partner, to
open pool and billiard hall; good
c'nnnco with young man for little
capital. Apply at Sturges' hotel.
d

The present heir Is Prince SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
IN ALG0D0NES family.
Heschat, brother of the sultan, and
$6.00
$1.50 Up

Wt

six-roo-

EAST RAILROAD AVE.
'
Opposite Raynolds' New Bldg.

Full Set of Teeth
Gold Crowns
Gold Filling

y

r

tXKXK00W00000C

after him comes the sultan'h nephew,
,
Irlnce Youssouf.

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
Al-))l-

WANTED

Remember, we give the utmost care to our prescription
department, and have the confidence of all the physicians.

Pvauaniml Com'amt. Draft.
and axpraaa anofiar ordrra
payabla la tbr ardar af thr

Capita and surplus, $ioo,goo

F

Two painters at once.
to A. W. Hayden, 412
Cop-

WANTED

Inn 01 Application
my

' "If

NEW MEXICO

dl-t- ct,

to You.

nattfyfef na
at tha papar.
ramtttanraa ahould ba adcrawai d to

mm

Is

wtiMi paid aMcvthr.
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Let
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ALBUQUERQUE

g- JU
the Western Union or Postal Tele- fT D
i7'
l
graph offices for an A. D. T. messenger
iioy, and tend your ad with the cash to The Citizen office, or teleor call, and the ad will appear according to your with.
phone

TFf

Perfumes Imported and domestic. Some are
quite high priced, while others
cost so little any one can afford to have them. We have
also an exceptionally complete
assortment of Toilet Goods.

WW

.

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

Per Word Insertion
rt

Of the choicest

..,

BANK INSTITUTIONS

we have not failed before, that your
and you can rely upon It,
noney Is not thrown away. We have also rented hundreds cf homes
sold nearly everything wa have adver-ttaehy otir vnt d. as wffll
through them.

We Carry a Large and

-

ajar

TUESDAY, MAY 22, 1906.

YOU WANT HELP OF ANY KIND?
If so, we can sccur c it for yog by a small
want ad. In Tfl8 Evening Citizen. It only costs

One Cent

)

ana jraar hi aar

CITIZEN.

0000CKX0CHX0C

SULTAN PICKS HIS SON

CITIZEN

EVENING

EVENING

to Loan
Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses i
Wagons and other Chattels; also

flrsl-cias-

Mex.
FOR SALE A large mercantile business, enjoying
a most excellent

trade, and controlling business for
a large scope of country; or will
sell half. Can engage In the sheep
and cattle business; also gristmill.
some energetic
Good bargain for
man with from $0,000 to $8,000 to
invest.
Call at The Citizen office
f r particulars.
FOR SALE Stock and timber ranch;
about 7oO acres fenced; 30 head of
cattle, 3 horses; wagons, tools and
fanning implements.
Two
houses, l,arn, and large corral. Only
two miles from railroad. Adjoining
Plenty ot
government reservation.
Price. $1,500. Easy terms.
wa'er.
"
Peach & Co., real estate dealers,
212 West Gold avenue.

SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10.00 ana as high
as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
One
Time:
and strictly private.
month to one year given. Goods remain In your possession. Our rates
are reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms I and 4, Grant Bldg.
IIS West Railroad Ate.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.
GROCERY
AND MEAT MARKET
FOR SALE.

,

SIWIlIUiaMaasmdlarYlV

Ml ill

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

mxmim el

Oil

E-ml- k

Extends to Depositors every proper Accommodation, and Solicits New
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA

PROPOSITION.

A PAYING

&

8ANTA FE

hati-ii..-

-

Notarial

work

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

conveyancing.

and

ALBUQUERQUE, N.
PROFESSIONAL

Officers and Direct ora.
JOSHUA 8. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOY ,
FRANK McKEB
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLDS

LAWYERS.
Bernard 8. Rodey.

.

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

32

............... ...... ...UA...a.
U. B. DEPOSITOaT.

,

Office Crem

YOUR ACCOUNT

DENTISTS.

J.

AT THE

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

mall.

Edmund J. Alger, O. D. S.
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
Office
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
potntments made by mall.
PHYSICIANS.
DR. R. L. HUST,
N. T. Armljo Bldg.

6--

Tuberculosis treated with
Electrical Current and Germicide. Treatments given each day
a.
m. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
from 8
In attendance.
Both 'phones.
On. W. G. SHADRACH,

We want your banking business, whether your account be large
or small, and offer In return for same every attention and business
courtesy, the account will warrant. We take every precaution
to
guard the interests of our depositors. Our bank Is equipped with
every necessary facility for SAFETY, and all business entrusted
to its care receives the PERSONAL attention of one of its officers.
DIRECTORS.
O. N. MARRON.

WM. FARR.
I. A DYE.
J. A. WEINMAN.
E. A. MIERA.
F. H. STRONG.
D. H. CARNS.
JAY A. HUBBS.
J. B. HERNDON.

High-Frequen- cy

limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat.
Occullst and Aurist for Santa Fe coaf
lines. Office, 313 ft West Railroad
avenue.
Hour: 9 to 12 a. m. and 1.30 to S
p. n
UNDERTAKER.
Auto, 'phone 316.
Colo. Red 116.

OOOOOOOOX3000000
"OLD RBLIABLE"

Practice

A. BORDERS,

Commercial Club Building. Black
and white hearse, $5.
ARCHITECTS.
F. W Snencer and V. f) Walllns?
ford, rooms 46 47, Barnett building
Ainuquerqua. N. M. Both 'pnones.
LAND MATTERS.
H. W. 8. Otero,
United States Court Commissioner,
703 West Silver avenue. Will attend
to matters before the land office
CIVIL ENGINEER.
J. R. Farwell,
Room 23. N. T. Armljo Bulldlns:.
NOTARY PUBLIC.

L. O,

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILl DAD AVENUE

S

Hk'1'',',i"

AND

BUILDER.

IfT-I- T

1

1

que, N. M.
SHAMPOOING

AND MASSAGE.

N. M.

ABSOLUTE CLEANLINESS
Is a feature that Immediately
recopen
ommends modern sanitary
plumbing and its acceswories to all
believers in household ihygiene.
A
bath room can be kept clean and
sweet as your dining room. But all
good systems can le made bad by inferior workmanship. So to make assurance doubly sure, see to It that
your plumbing contracts are givien to
the Standard Plumbing & Hi'atlng Co.
We carry the finest lino of garden
hose la the city.

Auto phone, 671.

i

Co.

Colo., Red 284.

.7. C. BALDRIDGE
NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER

I

IAMS
PAIN- T- BUILDING PAI,ER
nl"aa in
Covers more, looks best, wears
...
..
.,
,
longest, most economiael. full
' .asier, i.ime, ceim in.
n leasu re.
Paint, Glass, Sash Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
BHERMAX-YVI-

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

j

CURE f he LUNGS

Wholesale Grocers

9

Or. King's

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

KILL Tie COUCH

mo

ALBUQUERUI.

Standard Heating & Plumbing

424
North Second street.
Phones Auto., 311; Colo., Black 33.
Residence 'phone, Auto., 747.

Morgan.
The INDEPENDENT CONTRAC
.,,.,
1
t VII
. .'iv n..
Ton
i u. vx.
e it u . Til-nic
i,iuuaira
cheerfully furnished; Job work solicited. Automatic 'phone, 724; shop at
911 North
Second street, Albuquer-

GROCER

Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Orocerls
In the Southwest.

Dr. F. L. Schneider.

A. L.

PUTNEY

Flour, Grain and Provisions

uoid avenue.
VETERNINARIAN.

CONTRACTOR

ESTABLISHED 1171

WHOLESALE

Thos. K. D. M?ddleon,
Office with W. B. ChllderB, 117 V?Mt

Office,

IS WELCOME

E. KRAFT,

Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
Both 'phones. Appointments made by

Office,

IS00.0004
$260,000.00

OOOOOOOOOCOOOCOO

well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
DR.

.,,.

'

Depository tor Atchison, Topeka A Santa Fe Railway Company

E. W. Dobson.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

filSilJ1"

Authorised Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profit

F street

Pensions,
lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
R. W. O. Bryan.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquer
que, N. M. Office, First National
Bank building.
D. C.

President
Ylce President
Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

......

......

Albuqnerue
N. M. Prompt attention given to all
business pertaining to the profession
Will practice in all courts of the territory and befoie the United State
land office.
Ira M, Bona.
ATTORNEY-AT-.V.A-

N. W., Washington,

ML.

CARDS

ALBUQUERQUE

AND LAS VEGAS

.

.

RY.

PORTERFIELD COMPANY.
110 West Gold Avenue.

flsw discovery

:

a

SMjJt

nj

n

Building for sale or rent.

K,,H
name dickering Is in Itself
of that store's
;t guarantee
in
i.
You may safely depend upon
its
ice bs to the other maKes it
hi New Mexico the Chlck- OA'SUVPTICN
Price
ertiiu- is represented solely bv
50c S$1. GO
ClUHS anil
THE WHITSON MUSIC CO.
Krce Trial.
,V3LDS
o
Mt
Gorky has los' 'her jewels. J 6ureat And Cii.-rJCure for all
M i
i' s pessimistic, but
ou can't 9 THROAT nn-- l LU5TO TEOUB- ti.iiiUing she Is pltinnir to stir:
UAC1L
LES, or MONU'i
;l
'ai in tour.
JWa.:
;

DEPOSITS

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
LUNA, President; W. S. StrlckSer, V. P. and Cashier; Y
J. JOHNSON, Asst. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solo-moLuna, A. M. Blackwell, George Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.

no-tir-

fcrade.

SAVINGS

SOLOMON

if

Wberever you go, you will find the
piano store that represents dicker
ing A S.nis to he the best place to
look !,: r pianos
or less expensive

m

on

Shampooing and facial massage;
FOUND.
"
give treatment at home or at ofK( )l ' X I'rr.C b nc
of Y a e kefs? Will will
fice. Room 19, Elite hotel. Mrs. M.
be returned to owner at The Citi- F.
Hreen.
zen iit!iee uiKiii payment for this
TAXES ARE NOW DUE. AND
WILL BECOME DELINQUENT ON
Nl) mh CHICKtKING HURh JUNE 1. PAY THIS MONTH.
11

ON

.

On

B. Meyer.

Ap-pl-

ALLOWED

kVloney

WANTEDGood men,

liny1
number
for rock work; Bouthcrn Arizona;
wages, 30c an hour; work guaranteed for three years. Inquire Abraham's Employment office, 120 Silver
avenue, under Elite rooming house
MALE HELP WANTED.
$"20
WAN T ED Branch
man a sew;
crash, weekly. Live at home. Experience unnecessary. No canvass
ing. Enclose stamp for particulars.
Aluminum Hanger Co., Chatfleld,
Minn.
WANTED Good men any number
for rock work; southern Arizona;
wages, 30c an hour; work guaranteed for three years. Inquire Abraham's Employment office, 120 Sliver
avenue, under Elite rooming house
FOR RENT.
FOR RENT One room
for light
housekeeping. 616 West Coal ave.
FOR RENT Furnismed room fer
light housekeeping.
413 South
Third street.
FOR RENT Pleasant front rooms for
housekeeping. Rent reasonable. 524
Wiest Railroad avenue.
FOR RENT First-clas- s
board and
room, by day, week or month. The
Greene hotel, 523 South First street.
FOR RENT Nice furnished rooms
with electric lightd and bath, for
light housekeeping and sleeping
purposes. Inquire at corner of
Railroad avenue and Fourth street.
Over hardware s,tore.
FOR RENT Cottage flats of two to
four rooms, nicely furnished for
housekeeping, $10 and $12. Very
cheap for the summer, or will board
by the week or month very reasonable. Mrs. E. K. Norris, 524 John
s t reet, eat end of viaduct.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished
cot
tage of three rooms, with piano and
shade trees; large yard, etc. Also,
three room flat, with piano, ready
for housekeeping; cheap for summer. 524 JiCton street, east end of
viaduct. Mrs. E. K. Norrls.
FOR SALE.
FOhTsALE Sefof "single harness. 213
West Atlantic avenue.
house,
FOR SALE New four-roowith lath, etc. 507 North Twelfth
street.
FOR SALE Fresh Jersey cows, at
Kelly's, five and one-hal-f
miles
south of city.
FORSATJE:etaurant and furniture
y
of lodging house; good location.
at The Citizen office.
FOR SALE Household goods of a
three-roohouse, or any part. Call
at 119 North Sixth street.
FOK SALE Two sets ol snelvlng,
ninety feet long; two sixteen-foo- t
counter.
counters; one thirty-foo- t
Call at F. F. Trotter's.
FUkSALE A hanusonie Hanluian
piano. In fine condition and almost
uew, at a bargain.
For particulars, call at this office.
douule-ba- r
r'Ott SALE A
shotgun; bran new
reled,
never has been used; one of th
best makes. Call at The Citizen of
flee for particulars.
FOir"SAIJ3 My general merchandise
business located four miles from
Belen. A rare chance for some one
to step Into a nice money-makin- g
business. Will bear full Investigation. Good reason for selling. Call on
or address, Chas. Mann, Publitos, N.

INTEREST

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
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HOLDS GRAND

Of Knights Templar at

Pittsburg, With

Im-

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS

mense Attendance.

New York

BUILDING

lity at

FOR

Cost

o o o

of

Elks

$3,000,000--Texa- s

ir m' hi wr"

TEE PRICES

WM TCM

COMMANDERY

FINE ARTS

a in,

rw-Ti- f

MBWMMCE,

o o o

in Session.
Pittsburg, Pa., May 22. For the first
time In twelve years the Grand Commandery, Pennsylvania Knights Templar, are holding their annual con
clave in this city. Several thousand
Knights and their ladies are here, nnd
thousands of visitors are still arriving
from all parts of the state. The prin
cipal event this morning was the grand
parade, with more than 10,000 Knights
in line. Most of them were on foot
but there was quite an imposing con
tingent of mounted knights in the
parade. The spectacle was extremely
brilliant and created a good deal of
enthusiasm among the spectators.
In the afternoon the first business
session will be held, when Grand Com
mander Diehl and other grand officers
In
will submit their annual reports.
the evening there will be a reception and ball at Duquesne garden
Tomorrow morning the officers for the
Sir
ensuing year will be elected.'
William M. Donaldson of Harrisburg
will succeed Mr. Diehl to the office of
Grand Commander, according to the
customary elective process of the
Commandery. The only contest will
be in the election of Grand Junior
Warden. Sir Harman Junker of Pitts
burg Commandery is considered the
most likely candidate.
Tomorrow afternoon the Wimodau-si- s
cluli will give a reception to the
ladies of the Commandery at the Co
lonial hotel, Resides that there will
be a number of minor social affairs in
honor of the visitors.

Beautiful Residence Lots, 50x142 feet, facing on

75-fo- ot

avenues; $25 to $J50 per Lot; $5 down, balance $5 per month,

WITHOUT ANY INTEREST.
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY

1

SO

pending

TERRITORIAL TOPICS
propositions In view that would makf
MADE
for him to reside
OF TEXAS STEERS. It advantageous
The largest stock sale of the sea- there.
son occurred Saturday at Roswell,
Mr. Michaels brings the cheering

is

LARGE

PURE
Guarantees the Purity

IS ADULTERATED)
WITH SODA

Which Is Unsatisfactory
2nd
Often Injurious

o

BORAX

Will Not Bubble
When Vinegar Is Applied

Because
BORAX

"20-Mul- e

Team " Borax, take no substitute. Don't
buy bulk borax. Write us, inclosing 5
cents, giving dealer's name, and we will
mail you a package, and include
illustrated Booklet,"Boraxin the Home."
a

Address,
Chicago,

chry-stallzl-

THE ALSDORF FAMILY
LEAVES GALLUP.
Charles Alsdorf and family have
left on an overland trip to Kansas,
says the Gallup Rt publican. Mr. AlsNot If as Rich as Rockefeller.
dorf sold his place recently, and is
making this change to lneflt his
If you had all the wealth of P.ocke-- j
health, which lias been poor for some feller, the Standard Oil magnate, you
time. They mav eventually return to could not buy a letter medicine for
Gallup.
bowel complaints than Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy.
Deaths from Appendicitis
The most eminent physician can not
decrease in the same ratio that the proscribe a better preparation
for
use of Dr. King's New Life Pills In- colic and diarrhoea, both for children
creases. They save you from danger and adults. The unlfor msuccess of
and bring quick and painless release this remedy has shown It to be sufrom constipation and the ills grow- perior to all others. It never falls,
ing cut of it. Strength and vigor al- and when reduced with water and
ways follow their use. Guaranteed sweetened, it Is pleasant
to take.
by all druggists. 25c. Try them.
Every family should be supplied with
It. Sold by all druggists.

shows adulteration with soda.

If your dealer has not

about July 1. While en route he
chanced to meet one of the. physicians
who is a member of the directorate
and was informed that matters regarding the institution were now shaping themselves satisfactorily.
Those who assumed charge In
the gigantic project met with
considerable opposition and were delayed in the carrying out of their plans
but they have surmounted all ob- stacles now and the sanatorium Is an
assured fact.
Mr. Michaels Is of the opinion that!
Lns Vegas will boom within the next
few years.
He is interested in the
outcome of the dry farming export-- 1
ments In this vicinity and if they
prove successful together with the
opening of the sanatorium he expects
to see the community grow by leaps
and bounds.

Co.

TEST YOUR BORAX
by dropping on it Strong
Vinegar. If the borax
bubbles it is impure and

20 -- MULE -- TEAM
Is Pure

news that the Fraternal Sanatorium
near Lns Vegas will be opened on or

For a painful burn there is nothing like be Witt's Witch Hazel Salve.
There are a Huyst of imitations of Do
watt's Witch Hazel Salve on the market see that you get the genuine.
Ask for DeWitt's. Good, too. for sunburn, cuts, bruises, and especially
The name
recommended for plies.
R C. DeWitt & Co., Chicago, is on
every lox. Sold by J. H. O'Rielly &

MOST BORAX

MULE-TEA- M

SALE

when Lee Blvlns, of Amarlllo, Texas,
bought 2.000 steers from D. F. 'White.
The price paid was $o0.000 cash. The
steers are three and four year olds,
and were loaded Saturday and shipped to the Texas Panhandle, where
they will be pastured for market.

'This Trade Mark

20

investigation as to mineral
all public lands in township
9 south, range 25 oaRt; township 10
south, ranges 25 and 26 east, sections
if 12 and 13; township il, range 25,
oast; all of township 11, range 26;
township 12. range 26 and 27; township 13, range 27."
This action was taken by the general land office on accounts cf reports
of tlie existence of strong indications
of minerals and oils on the Jracts
named. Land containing coal oil or
producing such can only bo located
under the mineral laws of the United
States. Hence no homestead, desert
lands ior script entries will be allowed
upon the tracts described until further notice, and until it Is demonstrated that the lands are more valuable for agricultural .purposes than
for mineral.

character

ME-TEA- M

BRICK

MAKING BRICK
LUP FIRE CLAY.

i

The ceivmontes of laying the corner stone for the new hall of Raton
lodge No. 8, I. O. O. F., occurred at
3 o'clock Sunday afternoon.
W. W.
Ogle, if Roswell, grand master of
the order of New Mexico, officiated.
A large numler
were in attendance
fr?m abroad and the occasion will
long be remembered.
A copy of each
of the local papers, together with an
extended history of the lodge and
other interesting data, were placed
in the receptacle. The building when
completed, will le 50x120 feet, two
stories, and of modern design throughout.

that the man was first probably badly

V

'

lit

M

FROM GAL-

Tho brick plant which was mentioned in last week's issue of the Gallup Republican, is to be built at the
Casna mine, near Gallup, and operations are to begin within the next
few days. The local parties interested in the plant are Edward Beyard
and William Patching.
St. Louis capital has leen interested in tho venture, and enough etock
has been subscribed and paid for to
purchase all the necessary machinery, erect buildings and put the plant
on a productive lasis. The machinery has been ordered, and by this
time is on the road to Gallup. The
plant will be automatic as far aa possible and very little hand work will
bo necessary In the manufacture
of
the brick. The !lant will turn out
building brick and ornamental brick.
o
The caimclty is estimated to be
a day, and arrangements are
made to increase the capacity to
50,1X10 per day.
Besides oiieratlng the brick plant,
the company will mine coal from the
Casna mine, not for sale, but for the
use of the plant in the boilers and
brick kilns. The necessary formalities have been gone through to take
up tho Casna ocal lands.
Mr. Beyard, who is the original
promoter of tho brick making company, has been witJh the Santa Fe for
four years, and will leave the employ
of the company within the month to
assume the management of the erection of the plant and its operation.
The people of the city of Gallup
will certainly be pleaded to know that
the building and operation of a manufacturing plant so near the city is
actually a fact. It la common knowledge here that the great deposits of
fire clay In this vicinity were of value
as a. raw material for a 'high grade of
brick, but up o the present time no
organized effort had leen made to
produce the finished product.
As to a market for tho Gallup brick,
that has already been found in this
territory, and in Arizona where there
is an Increasing demand for this class
of building material. The plant will
employ a largo number of men and
will be the means of bringing another
pay roll to Gallup.
ibe-in- g

that the

A Mountain of Gold
could not bring as much happiness to
Mrs. Lucia Wilke, of Caroline, Wis.,
as did one 23c box of Hucklen's Ar-- i
ulca Salve, when It completely cured
a running sore on her leg, which had
torturer! her "3 loni? veirs. (1 real est
antiseptic healer of Piles, Wounds, & Co.
and bores. 2oc at all druggists.
Deputy Coal Oil Inspector.
o
Coal Oil Inspector Kugenlo Rotmro
SANDOVAL COUNTY
Higgle of Capl-laPRISONERS TO THE PEN. has appointed J. G.cna:
oil Inspector
to be deputy
Sheriff Kmiliioin Kniiilovnl nf San- W. E. Garren
doval county arried In Santa Fe with1 for Lincoln county, and
two prisoners for t tie territorial pen- of Alamogordo, to be et puty coal oil
itentiary, Felipe Ilustos, sentenced to inspector for Otero c unity.
ne year for sodomy, aged la. iiuiuimt
Postmaster Robbed.
out and Kliseo Mala sentenced to
G. W. Pouts, postmaster at Rlvor-ton- ,
one year for unlawfully killing a mule,
la., nearly li st his life and was
Mata Is 23 years of age. and is nuiii- - robbed of all comfort, according to
had
was
It
proven
he
tlr.it
2lt3.
hi-her
- letter, which says:
"For 20 years
a mania for wantonly killing and tor- I had chronic liver complaint, which
turing live stock, many complaints I'd to such a severe case of Jaundice
having been made against him.
that even my finger nails turned yellow; when my doctor prescribed ElecA torpid, inactive liver can
tric Hitlers; which cured mo .and
in. re bodily ills than almost anyfor eleven years."
thing else'. It U good to clean the have kept nie well
Neuralgia,
cure for lillioii.-nessystem out
stir the liver Sine
and all Stomach, Liver,
up and g t into shape generally. The Wekie-sbe.--t
results are derived from tho tue Kidney and Madder ib rangemenu. A
or )i Witt's l.ifle Early Risers. Re- wonderful tonic. At all drug stores.
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-The maharajah and maharanl, photographed In New York. The coot on
her forehead Indicates that she Is married and that her husband Is living
Special Correspondence:
New York, May 22. If Sir Sayajl
Rao III, the maharajah
of Baroda,
who Is now paying a visit to this
country, with her highness, the maharanl, and will be seen in several of
the larger cities, is a fair sample of
the kind of political bosses they have
in "heathen" India, the local product
might with profit study his habits and
manners the profit falling to the
bosses.
His highness is first in rank of the
Hindu princes and second of all the
princes of India. He is the absolute
ruler of 2,000,000 of his people. Their
very lives are in his hands. He might
make them parade on their hands before his worshipful self, and tax the
very hairs of their camels if he want-

ed to.

Sitting In the midst of a group of
reporters at his hotel in this city the
prince looked very unassuming, considering that he Is the second wealthiest man In all India, with a collection
of Jewels that is famous the world
over, and that he was supposed to
be a type of his "unenlightened" people. In staturo he Is undersized, and
he is dark. He speaks excellent
English. He has been a ruler since
boyhood.

"I have come to look at you." he
said. "I am especially Interested in
your, public school system.
Baroda
Is advancing In civilization, but not
us rapidly as I wish for. We have
established a school system, but it is
far from complete. That is nearest
to my heart, for I feel that no people can advance without education.

Injured or killed, perhaps by choking
and then laid on the soft ground of
BOY CHARGED WITH ASSAULT
the backwaters with his head in the
WITH INTENT TO RAPE
pool to give the appearance of death
by drowning.
Hipollto Lucero, nineteen years of
As the matter was outside the Juris- age, appeared before Judge Mills in
diction of the local police. Captain
the United States court at Las Vegas,
CruGreet Immediately wired the
and changed his plea of not guilty to
ces authorities and an investigation
guilty. He was charged with assault
will be made at once.
Not a thing harmful In One Minute with intent to rape upon a woman who
Cough Cure, but It relieves a cough was so old that she did not know her
A good complexion is impossible
cuts ihe phlegm. Healing exact age but who thought she was
with the stomach out of order. If quickly, thing.
Sold by J. II. O'Rielly between seventy und eighty years of
pasty, willow, people would pay more and so
age. Judge Mills stated to tho prison
attention to their stomachs and loss & Co.
to the skin on their faces, they would
have better complexions. KODOL,
TOR DYSPEPSIA, will digest what
you eat and put your stomach back
in the right shape to do its own work.
Kodol relieves
palpitation of the
heart, flatulence, sour stomach, htart-Imrn- ,
Before baby comes and during
etc. Si Id bv J. II. O'Rielly

THE MAHARAJAH

IN HIS NATIVE
ROYAL. DRESS.
Otis Industrial development Is slow,

and while I am here I want to- see
your great steel Industry."
The prince said that our missionaries in India had done great good
and thnt he was ever thankful to them
for their efforts.
"It is true that our people marry
when too young," he said, when the
great question of Indian child marriage was broached.
"Our religious
beliefs are very deeply rooted. I have
made a law in my province that do
one tinder the age of 12 shall marry.
I believe that marriages should not
be permitted before the principals
have reached the age of 16. That Is
early enough.
-

er that on account of the circumstances and because of the disparity
of the ages of the prisoner and prosecuting witness, he could not believe
him guilty and suspended the sentence
of five years in the penitentiary,
which he imposed, during good behavior, and the boy was released from
custody on his own recognizance.

Subscribe for The CltUen and get

the news.

mi

Food for Both

the
nursing period, there is nothing quite
so good for the Mother as the predigested
liquid-foo-

d

n,

DISTRICT ATTuKNEY KIJALING.
inches and weighs '2
pound. There
is not a spare ounce of flesh on his
body. He is 4H years old and U now
serving his second term as district
att. racy.
Healing Is noted for bis tenacity.
H. is a cra;y ix!it ic'. in, and Is Known
throughout Indiana as 'Hig Chief
Kealintr.
The "Hig Chief has his
hand mi the throttle of what is known
as tiie Fairbanks liiacbin.
in tlii.s
Mate niuht ami day. When anything
is. ilutie
in Vice President
e:i'ial
Fairbaiik's n.iine. Mr. Kealitu' knows
it a km,.' lime before the public.
Mr. liable, effective,
pills, with
Kca'.iim h.is In u ';iii in I.I ly suceess-- : reputation.
Nim r gripe. Sold by
:I it'. :. !! pi
im.s in the
ral 11. O'Kieliy
Co.

OFFICERS DESIRE
BRIGADIER GENERALSHIP.
Washington, P. C. May 22. Speculation is once more rife in the army
concerning the appointment of a brigadier general on the retirement of
tieneral James A. Buchanan, now va-in
the I'rilippines. on May 31. The
a Vi cents.
cancy has already attracted a long
J
list of candidates. iiieu.!i:ig cup'-ilntUAL OIL INDICATIONb
of romporai iw ly j'isiior grab'. It is
in
EAST OF ROSWELL.
ankerscom
pretty well known that Captain .1. .1. cur's. Civ,The register and r.
y ar:
are now servint-- ' THE FRATERNAL SANATORIUM
of the
f the
Pershing
nttienih Cavalry, t:ie paM;.: iwii
''' '' t Roswell
l,eavenw rtli prison.
Mr.
AT LAS VEGAS. I'lired Stales bin
itus
who is on duty as military at'acl.e In
'he following
i ac'i
las' icceiu
of S'. l.ouis, a Friday
of them.
Cliarle- - K. Micha
Japan, has hei'n booked for one 'f the id aline
' 'enraphie
insipid, - fr.uu the
brigadier
lb' tt'av be li e of tli in. Walter Itrown of F.lk-- ! g neral vmi: raei.-- in that ci'y, - a
r i,f the !;:. il land office
ba'. ng a i'"l
appointed on May "1. but. previous to 'H i, was a i.ieiuli. r of the republican visitor in I as
Washington:
it e commit tee. and a political Ir:id there Sunday,
to
lie may ib c
bis appointni nt, it i.i 1.1. e!y reveral
r.. Mig.
'''Ural entry
"Withdraw from
ra'
in that city as be has
and retired
oltieers will be appoint
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SPARKLING

elements of Barley-Makeep up the vital forces during this
critical period and the natural tonic
properties of Hops insure placid nerves
and induce restful sleep.

pro-diic--

1
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INTERESTED

30,-oo-

y.

Correspondence:
IndianaiKdis, Ind.. May 22. President Roosevelt, through
Attorney
Cr'neral M'XKly, chose one of the biggest district attorneys in the United
States to bring suit against the drug
trust.
convention.
Jos. H. Keallng, United States attorney for the district of Indiana,
UNCLE SAM WILL SELL
who filed the suit against the drug
SUPPLY SHIP, CULCOA. trust in this city, is six feet
two
Washington, D. C. May 22. The
supply ship, Culgoa, will be sold at
auction at the navy yard at Brooklyn.
It was proposed that the vessel be
repaired and overhauled generally and
This would
refitted for service.
mean additional work at the Brooklyn yard. It is believed, however, that
the best dispostion of the Culgoa will
be to sell her as a useless vessel, as
1ho survey which was made recommended too costly repairs.

I
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GALLUP

IN

'

There are naw more than 1,500 hosin the United
iery manufactories
States, and it is expected that all of
them will Join the organization before
long.
Harold Umb of Union Point,
Oa., is president of the association,
and will preside at the sessions of the

IS A WISE FELLOW

4

EASTERN CAPITAL

last
Pacific Coast Borax Co, relatives, and hiked over the Dawson Saturday, reported to Police Captain
in quests of pastures greener,
says
W. D. Greet

MAHARAJA OF INDIA

PLANT
FOR

BOYS RUN AWAY FROM
TUCUMCARI TO BOSTON. FOUL PLAY IS
Last Sunday Melvln
Uuchanan,
NOW SUSPECTED
Dock Phillips and Fred Marcus, deNews from El Paso is to
effect
cided that the way of life in Tucum-car- l that a cowman who came In the
from the
Is too burdensome, and Kurned vicinity of Graham's ranch, not far
their backs on the town, friends and from ljis Cruces, New Mexico,

111.

intre-pedlt-

'

St., National Bank Building

t

body of a dead
the News. There are none of them man had been found in the back
waIn the rank of brigadier general. It is
13 years of age, and they may
over
understood that the president Is not soon tire of earning their own proven- ters of the Rio Grande near the ranch.
The body was lying prone on the
disposed to encourage applications der.
ground with the head hanging over in
from junior officers, but in the case of
a pool. The cowman, whose name the
Captain Pershing the promise of ap
Stomach Troubles.
police did not learn, stated to Captain
polntment was made some time ago.
Mrs. Sue Martin, an old and highly Greet that there were evidences
that
The president admires Pershing for respected resident of Falsonla, Miss.,
his gallantry in the field, and he is was sick with Btomoeh trouble for the deceased had been dead for some
time from the color of the hands, but
the only Junior officer to be mentioned more than six months.
ANNUAL CONVENTION OF
Chamlter-Iain'- s
he did not raise the man's face from
HOSIERY MANUFACTURERS. in an annual message of the president
Stirmach
Liver
and
Tablets
the water and does not know wether
Philadelphia. Pa., May 22. The sec- as an example of Individual
says:
now
can
"I
her.
She
cured
he was an American or Mexican,
ond annual convention of the National
eat anything I want and am the
The ody was very well dressed,
Association of Hosiery Manufacturers
proudest
find
woman
to
world
in
the
wearing a dark suit of clothes and a
opened here today. At the first con- DRUG TRUST BUSTER
good
by
medicine."
a
For
such
sale
light hat, and it is believed he is an
vention, about 200 manufacturing esall druggists. Samples free.
American. Foul play Is suspected,
tablishments of the country were repA HEAVYWEIGHT PLUGGER
and Captain Greet believes from the
resented, while at the present conLAYS CORNER STONE OF
meager reports that have reached him
vention nearly 500 are represented.
I. O. O. F. HALL.
NEW
Sjxx'lal

MANY

9 South Second

i 2U

ERECTION OF BUILDING
FOR UNITED FINE ARTS
New York, May 22. The announce
ment has been officially made that
conditionally
$1,0()0,000
has been
promised by a wealthy New Yorker
toward the erection and endowment
of a united fine arts building to house
the dozen societies composing the
Fine Arts Federation. This scheme,
formulated several years ago, has received fresh impetus since the union
of the National Academy of Design
and the Society of American Artists
as was expected.
John W. Alexander, a member of
the National Academy of Design, has
estimated the cost of financing the
scheme at $3,000,000, at least, appropriating $1,000,000 each for site,
building and endowment. Other artists, however, maintain that a site
in the central part of the city will
cost more than $1,000,000.
on
A member of the committee
ways and means, appointed to raise
at least $3,000,000, for the project,
says that with the pledge of the
mentioned, there has been a
revival of talk about getting the site
of the Lenox Library. When this site
was discussed last year It was found
to be held at too high a figure, and
was, moreover, considered by some
members of the confederation too far
up town.
Other members are of the opinion
that the city should create a park in
which the united fine arts building
could be erected, and should contribute to the support of a central art
home as it contributes to the support
of the Metropolitan Museum of Art
and American Museum of Natural
History.

STATE CONVENTION
OF TEXAS ELKS.
state
Dallas, Tex.. May 22. The
convention of the L'lks of Texas opened yesterday with every prospect of
success. The number of delegates Is
unusually large and the city Is crowded with visitors who have been attracted by the convention and the festivities which will make it memorable.
An elaborate program for the entertainment of the visiting delegates has
been prepared by the local lodges and
the citizens will make every effort to
make things as pleasant for the F.Iks
as it is in their power to make them.
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Malt - Xutrine increases the flow and richness
of mother' milk, thus making baby Healthy,
Vigorous i d Strong.
Sold by all Druggists and Grocers.
Anheuscr-Iiusc- h

Ilrewlnii Ass'n

St. Louis, U. S. A.
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THE ALBUQUERQUE
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CITIZEN

W.

Multi-Millionair-

The Citizen Publishing Company

Albuquerque

$

Did you ever know much about the origin and growth
of the enormous American fortunes that bring up our

OufcloaEi

e
millionaires like mushrooms and milk the
people of their savings permanently to keep the mushrooms going?
Here is a short story, easily understood: A short
time ago In Salem, Ohio, a little wire nail company was
started. The capital was one hundred thousand dollars.
And all the cash put in was seventy-fiv- e
thousand dollars.
It made money. Along came a man with a trust idea and
said to tho owners of this little Salem company: "Wf
will buy you out. Through combination and Increasing
prices we can make more than you can."
The little wire nail company, which had only seventy-five
thousand dollars in It was then sold, via watered
stock, for one million two hundred thousand dollars.
That was only the beginning. The lloii. Mr. Gates
came along with another splendid idea. He knew that
one million two hundred thousand dollars called for too
little Interest from American users of nails. He took up
this little Salem nail company, mixed in a few other ingredients and then Issued stock amounting to twenty-fiv- e
millions. He "just added water." But that was too modest, still. So the American Steel and Wire company was
organized a second time and this time With a capitalization of ninety millions of dollars.
There you see, an arrangement was made for the
American people using nails to pay Interest to the holders
of watered stock which had been swollen from practically
nothing to ninety millions.
That was the status of affairs when the present
United States Steel Trust was formed in J. P. Morgan's
office. This concern took over the American Steel and
Wire company from Mr. Gates and his friends. They had
swollen It up to ninety millions, which was pretty high,
but that wasn't quite high enough.
Mr. Morgan added some more millions and dumped
the thing Into his great steel trust. In the formation of
that flnnl gigantic trust, In the swelling up of a little sev
enty-fivthousand dollar business into unlimited millions,
all kinds of peope made enormous fortunes.
There was one little man living in an Ohio village
the poor creature is Insane now who happened to hold a
little stock, which was suddenly watered up until he had
a million dollars. He had been working on about forty
dollars per week. He didn't know how to spend his
money, so he got into the habit of sending for his favorite
According to Henry Clews, in his Weekly Financial barber to come from Cleveland to his little village a
Review, May 19, the foreign loans to this country are es- matter of a hundred miles or so to shave him.
timated by some as high as $400,000,(100, which will have
The man paying rent for a modern building, the
to be met In the next few months.
putting up a modern building. Is paying for that
He finds, however, cause of congratulation in the fact peculiar shave.
a
record
4hat our foreign trade is growing at almost
There are a great many other kinds of "shaves"
breaking pace. The imports of domestic products In April
paid for throughout this country. Either through low
were $107,000,000, or $12,oo0,00i larger than a year ago wages, high rents, or high prices for materials, somebody
In fact, they have been exceeded only three times. Our has got to pay the interest on all these hundreds of milexports In April were $143.5oo,oio, or $16,000,000 In excess lions of Inflated stocks.
of last year. This leaves the trade balance for the month
Mr. Carnegie, as you know, offered his entire steel
$37,000,000 in our favor, compared with $33,000,000 a year business on option for one hundred millions. The deal
ago. For the ten months of the fiscal year the excess of did not go through and right after that he sold out to
exports over Imports has been $4(17,500,000, or $128,000,- - .Morgan's Steel Trust for three hundred millions. Morgan
000 more than a year ago. Our gold imports in April were just added two hundred millions of water to Carnegie's
$15,000,000, compared with $2.0ih),000 a year ago; and for original price and the people of this country have got to
the ten months of the fiscal year ending April total gold pay to Carnegie, yearly, fifteen millions which is five
imports have been $59,000,000, or $10,000,000 In excess per cent a year on three hundred millions of bonds be
of the same time last year. These returns demonstrate fore they begin to pay what the steel costs.
movements are entirely In our
that
We rather look down on the countries that pay a few
favor a factor of supreme Importance at a time when hundreds of thousands yearly to a hereditary ruler. But
our domestic money market not only has before It all the how about this country, which Is paying tens of millions
demands which it can possibly meet, but would be ob each year already to hereditary owners of railroads,
liged to seek assistance from abroad In case of further trusts, etc., and which will go on paying out tens and hun
expansion.
dreds of millions annually to the heirs of those who, In
Railroad earnings also conintne vc-- y encouraging. this trust-birttime, "just add water and serve" the
Fifty-si- x
roads In the month of April reported gross earn people so nicely?
per
over
cent
tags of $52,400,000, an Increase of nearlj 12
Carnegie was cunning; Morgan did not care much, as
last year. These are surprising figures in view of the long as he floated his "scheme" and the people must pay
disturbance caused by the coal strike, which, however to one man alone and to hfs heirs forever, fifteen millions
may be more seriously reflected In later returns. In- yearly on part of one Industry.
dustrial activity continues unabated. Enormous orders
Morgan added to the Carnegie bonds, etc., one thous
have been placed for steel railst some of them for de and millions of manufactured steel stock. But that was
livery as far ahead as 1907. There are 730,000 tons al not even water It was just air. Still the people must
ready on the order books of American rail mills, and pay Interest on it.
other important contracts are pending, which will soon
bring the total up to 1,000,000 tons.
OOOOOXXX)0X0X)0(X0X)0000
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New Mexican's Growth

The Citizen heartly congratulates the New Mexican
on Its enlargement of form and Us improvement in appearance. It now divides with The Citizen the honor of
being the largest daily paper published In the territory
nor should it be forgotten that the New Mexi
was driven to this change by
can management
competition. It made the change of its own free wiil and
accord first, becase it was able to do so; and, second
that it might qlve its patrons the benefit of an enlarged
service. Santa Fe shold show that It appreciates the lm
provement in Its paper by an enlargement of Its patron
age. Speaking of the enlargement, Colonel Frost says:
The progress made since the Civil war In the
of newspapers, In the gathering of news, to print
ing it on power presses, is exemplified In the history of the
Dally New Mexican. From a small four column quarto
with less than 10,000 ems of reading matter to the seven
column eight page paper containing 70,000 ems of tele
graphic, territorial and local news; from the printing of
foreign tidings over two months old to printing the news
of events that occurred at the Antipodes only a few hours
years, but years of tre
ago is but a span of forty-thre- e
mendous achievements, of marvelous occurrences, all
faithfully chronicled day after day in the columns of the
Dally New Mexican. It is only a generation from the day
that the Daily New Mexican was set by hand by the proprietor and one assistant, and the present when the New
Mexican Printing company pays $30,ooo a year in wages
alone, an amount that expended among local merchants,
man mean the difference between a losing and a profitable btitfiness. But one Instance of the direct bearing of
a large newspaper plant upon the life of a community;
for many years the postage bill of the New Mexican
Printing company has kept the Santa Fe postotflce In the
second class, giving it free delivery of mail.

Dry Farming Success

Jas. E. Whltmore, who came to New Mexico in liti0
and settled at Gullinas Springs, south of Las Vegas and
about half way to Santa Hosa, was In I. as Vegas the other
day, where ho Is probably one of tho best known men who
visit that city. Mr. Whltmore Is at present a temporary
resident of Tucumcari, though he still owns his ranch
property at Galllnas Springs. Yesterday he said to a rep
resentative of the Las Vegas Optic;
The country Is tilling up in Quay county. At a low
estimate 5UO families have moved Into that county this
curing, and many settlers came in last year and before
that time.
There is no doubt at all about the success of dry
farming. It is no longer an experiment. Nature in all
countries provides the means best adapted to the country.
Wo have never bad any good farming until recent years
on any large scale. The temporal farming, as It Is called
carried on here Is no fair test, because the temporal far
mers do not properly cultivate the soil. They scratch it
over with little one horse plows, and pay but little at ten
lion after planting. Given a stout team, a big plow and
a man of good common sense and industry behind it. and
the dry farming will be a success. Jim Johnson, near
Tucumcari, has for years been following the Campbell
methods and raising good crops. Of course some years
the crops will be letter than others. It is so in all conn
tries. Some farmers will biicceed better than other?
That is so everywhere, but with good teed selection, per
bistent and intelligent effort there Is no touit or success.
This cotiutry should and tun raise a large amount
of forage and feed stuff for tho fattening of live stock.
"In Quav county the settlers are doing well. Within
lea yearB, with proper effort, this country will make
..
wonderful chuuge for the better

A Young Man Wise

Beyond Mis Years
XKX)00XK0XX0XXXXKXX0XXXX
Grover Cleveland White, a Massachusetts boy of 18
has jilted his sweetheart, 17, and married her mother,
woman of 42, with two sons older than himself. Silly boy
eh? Maybe not. Marriage is not altogether a question
of ages. This young man, though fickle In" his affections
has an Idea or two of his own not half bad.
"Although 42 years old, my wife," he Bays, "doesn't
look to be over 25." This is a point worth considering
A woman, we know, is no older than she looks
certainly
she is no older than she looks to her husband. So long
as she is young in his eyes she is safely within the limits.
"She knows how to cook," says the young husband, com
ing to more prosaic defense. "She knows how to wash
iron, mend clothes and keep house, and that's more than
a majority of the young girls of the present day know
Youth fades. Love very often cools in a little while
and frequently even congeals in the divorce court. But
ability to cook, wash and keep house abides always; and
the young man who at 18 has secured to himself Buch a
treasure as this need have no concern for his future,
wife old enough to be his mother and not averse to hard
work must be able to support him; and is not that infi
nitely better for a young man of 18 than a giddy young
thing who can do nothing but love htm through a brie
honeymoon that dismally ends when the larder runs
empty? It would seem that Grover Cleveland White is a
wise young man. But can as much be said for the woman
who married him?
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Business Manager

The Cltiien could take up a numtier of other enterprises and Industries In which the territory la making
rret progress and of all of which It Is true that the territory's chief city must derive n greater or less benefit, In
proportion to the nearness or remoteness of the locality
of the developing Industry. Hut those already mentioned
must suffice. There Is another element in the amount ol
benefit which Albuquerque will derive from the development of New Mexico's prosperity an element the presence of which will counter art distance, and the absence
of which will nullify nearness. This element Is the earnest, persistent and wipe effort on the part of Albuquerque
to secure the benefits which are riKlitfully hers, because
alike of her advantages, location and community of interests with the whole territory.
This city cannot expect to sit at east, with folded
liands and bandaged eyes, and have the wealth of the
territory poured into her lap. She must be up and ndolng
wise to see, active to search for, and ready to seize the
birthright which Is hers by all the possibilities which
These things are for future connature has
sideration. Only one need be mentioned today.
Albuquerque should be the wholesale distributing
e
trammels have bound
point for New Mexico.
her hands and her feet in her race for commercial supremacy, but the day of deliverance is
at hand . The senate has passed the railway rate
Thus the
bill. The house will no doubt concur.
ay is opened for Albuquerque's escape from the discriminations which have so long kept her from the goal of her
legitimate ambition.
But these shackles, of restriction wiil not fall away
of their own accord. The rate bill will not apply Its remedy unless Albuquerque Invoke its aid. It seems to The
Citiien that the merchants of this city should organize
either in connection with the Commercial club or In a
separate and distinct Merchants Exchange, for the pur
pose of securing reasonable and proportional rates into
and out of Albuquerque. The organized action cannot be
taken too soon. All preliminary arrangements can be
made so that the city may demand her rights so soon as
the rate bill becomes a law.
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Lot Angeles Examiner.

W. T. McCREIGHT

8TRICKLER
President
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STOCK

.. Choice

WOOL

MOSEY

Lead and Copper.
quiet, at
New York, May 22.
$5.75 Tj fi.oo; copper, firm, at $18.75
$19.00.

Underwear..

U-ad- .

St.
ked steady; territory and western medium. 22ft 2!(c; fine medium, 21i 25e;
fine, 184j 21c.
New York Money Market.
New York, May 22. Money on call,

steady, at 3 (fi ;! 'i per cent; prime
mercantile paper, 415 per cent. Bar
silver, (i7V2c.
Chicago Live Stock.
Chicago, May 22. Cattle Receipts,
4,501);
market steady to strong;
beeves, $l(fjfi.la: cows and heifers,
f l.Toff 5.3;
stfKkers and feeders.
$2.75tfi45; Texan. UCM.fiO; calves,

lift G.40.
Shop Receipts,

strong;
wheep,
$5.50f7.05.

l.ooii;
$4.750.50;

Evry Man May

market
lambs,

50 c. per garment. Choice thin Underwear
fabrics, 75 c. to $4.50 per garment.

prls

Fine

fft33

May, $15.(10; July, $15.fi5.
May, $S.5o; July, $,3.57V6

Ribs

$8.95;

OUay,

July.

$fl.00ffj)

Uh9 Policy off this Store

MAY
AGAIN BE
HARRISON
CANDIDATE FOR MAYOR
Chicago, May 22. The Journal to
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0
Name That Have Stuck.
Nearly a quarter of a century ago,
when Judge Rodey was first admitted to the practice of law in Allu
querque, ho and Ernest. Meyers were
young men together. Meyers at once
dubbed Rodey "judge," and Rodey,
n retalla'ion, called Mfyers "major.'
Eac'.i to make the title of the
other stick, paid the boot black at
Tessier's barber shop to give currency
to the name by always using it when
addressing the proper one. Meyers
seems to have been the better prophet
of tho two, for while he has never
donned the panoply of war, Rodey will
now soon don the ermine of the
0
bench.
I
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Our window display will
give you an inkling of the

shapes that stylish dressers
will wear, but come in and
caretully inspect the shoes

themselves. We feel confident that if you are a man
who wants the best money
can buy we will have your
trade.

SHOE STORE
121 Railroad Ave.

Will. CHAPLIN

Cooking with coal or wood in warm

weather is a trying ordeal
With
Stove
Gas
cooking is a pleasure
a
and gas costs less than coal or wood.

G. S. RAMSAY,
401

JEMEZ HOT

West Railroad Avenue.
SPRINGS

0

THE EOT SUMMER
IS ALMOST MERE

One new No. 6 Smith Premier,
wide carriage; 2 Smith Premiers,
No. 2; 3 Smith Premier, No. 1;
3 No. 2 Remingtons; 1 No. 6 Remington; 1 No. 7 Remington, with
tabulator; 1 No. 5 Densmore, (almost new); 2 Sholes; 1 Jewett; 1
Lambert; 1 Manhatton; 1 Chicago;
1 Fox,
(almost new); 2
1
Densmore, No. 4, (almost new.
Tho above machines must be
sold at ence, to make room for my
new 6took of Underwood typewriters. We guarantee these machines to he just as represented,
and they can ho bought at real
bargains.

Call-graph- s;
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shoes.
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Secondhand Typewriter Bargains
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X

pairs men's fine shoes
pairs women's fine shoes
pairs misses' and children's fine

1000

?mm
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hole.
Every pl.iy would U joy to my soul
On, so close would I press
To the hole that I guess
Ihe American Grocer has compiled figures showin
I punctured my jowl
that this nation spent in I'.miS for cocoa something ove Wi'h
How luiuVfv the cheers that would
$s, ouo.tmo, flir tea. $52,0(10,0(10, for" coffee $1C2,0o0,0p0, for
roll.
wines $,.tO,ooo.iHHi, f,,r whiskey $457,noo,000, and for beer And the curses
at umpires who stole
$771.ooo.ono. The quantities consumed are estimated to
From the sacred home team
be, in millions of gallons, coffee B125, beer 1538, tea CoO,
And in rago I would scream
spirits and wines 135. The total consumption of these As I peeped through the friendly kno
hole.
liquids was about 4,imm),ooo,ooo gallons, and the nation's
drink bill over $1.5oo,ooo.noo.
m a
When
uraii.l slain! cushion i nin
That more money is spent for drink of one kind and
another than is productive of any good goes without say1:.
And ' cvinir wildly, too. til.- skill
ing. But would the money be more wisely spent if It
fill pll.Vii,
were not spent for drink? Coffee, tea and whiskey in in- There "iii'. like shadows on my
Hitting,
ordinate quantities are undoubtedly harmful. But. no one
The
i s and the panics of
can say to uli.it more harmful purposes the money might
her
il:i
put !f it did not flow off in these channels. The anTU- - II
''in bailie U bettor. I'll admit
cient Greeks and Romans had no tea or coffee or whiskey
it.
yet their social organization perished through their over!'
y . t'lie old tinv paine
indulgence and degeneracy.
s!iy;
Much of the substantial business of the country det
(I,
don't intend to quit
pends upon these drinks. The revenue of the government
largely comes from them. If this "iisiWcs waste" were to
ball htinv.I Ill, IlKIIV
s gone by.
cease, thousands of men and women would be thrown out
of employment, thousands of acres of land used to grow
He:
fi- ha.s
''id,
ifir-tea. coffee, hops, grapes, corn and other cereals would lie,
:ni a widower only thi
shrink in value. The remedy for tho evils of too much Biol:-N any moro evidene,. n
)
drink is education in thrift. No g(xd could come of 'i sin
impossibility of civiiizin
i
spending less for tea if the money thus saved Is to be t
i:r,' the Indian?
squandered in more fiat hers for the hat. It is up to us
TAXES ARE NOW DUE. AND
to learn that it Is as bad to waste money and strength WILL
BECOME DELINQUENT ON
in one form of extravagance as in another.
JUNE 1. pay THIS MONTH.

X

equally for honest

Jose Garcia, night mall wagon driv
er, was m police court tnis morning 0
to answer to the charge of fighting.
The prosecuting witness was absent,
however, and the case went over until 0
tomorrow morning.

a kid.

X

-

0

Enastaclo Rodriquez was taken Into
custody last night while full of "red
eye" and asleep on the sidewalk. In 0
police court this morning he pleaded
guilty and was fined $5 or as many
0
days. He took the days.

I would not le ihe
game's defamer
When I was young It thrilled mo
more, I know.
un, yes, the good old game is still ex
citing,
But still. I cannot thrill as once
I did;
And while I daily watch the players
fighting
I saw in re fun In base ball when

X

Not only weans. the
aesx snoes out it stands

COURT

ago.
And though.

X

Wm. ChapBm

0

Peeped Through the Friendly
Knot Hole.
If seems to me that base ball's grow
lng tamer.
It. doesn't seem so great as long

X

X- -X

THE NAME

0

POLICt

o

is to clean up stock
once yearly and open
season with new goods.

day announces thnt Edward Lahiff, 0
who was formerly secretary to Carter
If. Harrison, has declared in a letter
to prominent business men, that Har 0
rison will be a candidate for mayor
In the spring.
When seen regarding
this matter, Mr. Harrison would not
confirm the report, saying that he
did not know that he wanted to be
mayor again or even that he could 0
secure the nomination should he so
desire.

r

Clothing and
Furnishings

affaiawBaiMIUIIiWW

Kansas City Live Stock.
Kansas City, Mo.. May 22. Cattl- eReceipts, 13,000. including 200 south- 0
erns; market from 5 to 10c lower;
native steers, $4.255.G0; southern
steers, $3.50i4.60;
cows, 0
southern
$2.504; native cows and heifers.
$2.5o5: stockers and feeders. $3.25 0
(fT4.40; bulls, $2.504-25calves, 3
6; western
ted steers, $3.755;
western fed cows, $2.50(fp4.
Sheep Receipts, 4,000; market Is 0
muttons,
steady;
$56.25; lambs,
$t)7.C5; range wethers, $5.2a6.50; 0
I'd ewes, $1.756.25.

As

Fine

V4.

Closing Stock Cuotations.
New York, May 22. Following were
closing stock quotations today:
ss
Atchison, common
Atchison, preferred
102,4
139
New York Central
Pennsylvania
..131'i
65
Southern Pacific
148
Union Pacific, common
94 Vi
Union Pacific, preferred
108
Amalgamated Copper
United States Steel, common . . 40'4
United States Steel, preferred. .105'4

As

in other good

MAMB ELL,

Mo

Clothing and
Furnishings

$8.fi0.
9.00

be Fitted.

Again, at most every price you will find our Underwear better than you usually find at the same price. We
want you to see our excellent Balbriggan Underwear at

Provisions.
Chicago, May 22. Following were
closing
today:
Wheat May, 85c; July, 827si83e.
May,
Corn
48c; July, 47c.
Oats May, 33Vi'S33c; July. 33'
Pork

YNDERWEAR

is a hobby of ours and very
close to our hearts. That is why you will
find here every good sort of Lisle, Wool, Cotton
and Linen, so that every Man may find the material he needs. Then you will find here a variety
of all the sizes, so that
TT

St. Louis Wool Market.
j ills, Mo., May 22. Wool mar-

STAGE LINE

Carries the United States mail;
only line with a chanpe of stock en
route; good rips, horses and drivers;
rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday, at 5 a. m. For
particulars, address W. I,. Trimble &
Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or
BLOCK, Proprietor, Terea, K. M.

Call on us, or 'phone and our representative will
call on you. Public demonstrations at the Electric Building every Tuesday 2:30 P. M. to 4:30
P. M. Friday 7:30 P. M. to 9 P. M.

2
0

I

MENU SERVED

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Co.

CORNER 4th AND GOLD

J--

F. G. PRATT & CO.
Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
.las. He. kin Ai Co.'s
bed n's Granite Flour.

Coffees,

Im-

Staple and Fancy
Groceries.
Hillsbor,

Creamery

Itest on

MELINI & EAK1N,

Wholesale liquor and

Cir

Dealers

Kxeluslve Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet ft
Chandon White Seal Champasnie, St. Louis A. D. C. Bohemian tni
Jos. Schlltz Milwaukee Bottled Betra, and owners snd distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue snd
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South Tim
Street. Albuquerque. New Mexlcs,

Highland Jersey

Dairy. iw- - E- -

GOOD MILK AND CREAM.

with Mauger

SPRING CHICKENS FOR SALE.

Free Delivery.
Orders Solicited.
Colo, phone, Jlk.
South Second Street.

S9.

1500

S. IT way

MAUGER

J

&.

Avery, llostun

Office, 321 West Cold Avenue.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

ASKS

CITY

COUNCIL FOR A
STREET RAILWAY FRANCHISE

Col. Sellers Addresses Council

on Behalf of

Pro-

moters of Proposed Electric Car Line Into
Highlands Residence District.
SOCIAL

EVIL WILL REMAIN

At the regular
council 'held last

ON

THIRD STREET

as the buggy which was a
one w hen first purchased
by the city, was In danger of falling
to pieces.
On motion from him it was unanl-- j
mously decided by the council that a
new buggy should be purchased for
the use of the police department,
Chairman Heaven, of the building
committee, when called upon for a
report relative to the city building,
stated that he had no report to make,
but that architects were at work on
the plans, and that he expected to be
able to reirt within a week.
Mayor McKee Informed him that a
special meeting of the council would
be called at any time he ; desired,
to listen to his report, and to discuss
the new city building plans.

of the city result,
'

me-ti- ng
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night, all
with the exception of Alderman
Harrison were present.
Acting in resivonso to a request of
the city council for a statement tf
the probable receipts for the ensuing
Rogers
fiscal year. City Treasurer
submitted foe following report:
council-me-

second-han-

n

j

d

of not less than $5 nor more than
lion, or by imprisonment of not less BACA MISTAKEN
than three days nor more than sixty
days, or both.
FOR HORSE THIEFj
Sec. 4. This franchise shall
be
null and void unless the said grantee
or his successors or assigns shall
within ninety days from the date of Pubcrto Romero Confesses
the passage hereof, commence construction work In good faith, and
Theft of Sanches Horse Un- complete that portion on East Railroad avenue, between the tracks of
Knowingly to Officers.
the Santa Fe Railway company and
tho eastern limits of said city within
one year.
Only qnssed this.,
day.
CONFESSION CLEARS UP MYSTERY
SELLERS'
COLONEL
EXPLAINS
POINTS IN ORDINANCE.
The ways of thieves and thief
After the reading of the ordinance
are alike strange. One day
by the city clerk, Colonel
Sellers catchers
arose and explained to the councll-mc- last winter a man by the name of
several of the points In the or- Sanchez, who had brought, some catdinance. He asked that the council tle to the local market, tied his horse
First street while he went to a
take action on it as soon as possible as on
the promoters had reached an agree- restaurant for supper. When he came
out of the restaurant the horse was
ment with the Terrace Imporve-mecompany, whereby that com- gone1 stolen. The Evening Citizen
pany was to grade Hold ave- wrote the theft up Hnd within u few
nue from Hill street to the 1'nlver-sity- , days a telegram was received from
and that they had their mules, a merchant at Grants that the horse
scrapers, etc., now In the city, and had been found at San Rafael, a small
that any delay in granting the fran-- j village a short distance from Grants.
chise would hold this work in abey-- l Though some Investigation was made
ance; that the franchise asked for on of the case at the time, the authoriTwelfth street. New York avenue, ties could get no clue to the thief.
Last week Lieutenant
Cipriano
etc., was not for present- construe-tion, as the idea was to take in first! Baca of the mounted police, was up
the districts cf the city that had no in the Jemez country looking for a
car service, but that later they would bad man. When the lieutenant goes
want to operate on these streets to tint on such trips he looks like a
thief himself, and on this occasmake the line a paying, or nt least horse
proposition. After a ion, his thiefish appearance hnd quite
few further remarks concerning the the desirable effect. He was inquiring along of the natives he met if
ordinance, and what the company any
of them knew or had seen the
proposed to do, by Colonel Sellers,
"bad man" he was looking for. Along
Alderman Hanley arose and moved comes
looking character, who
that the matter lie referred to the said he adid.bad"Do
you know him?" was
finance committee. On a vote, this
query of the native.
metion was carried unanimously. Al- the"Oh,
yes," said the policeman, "he's
derman Wllkerson lagging to be ex- a
friend of mine."
cused from voting.
That was introduction enough. The
native who happened to be one
MAYOR McKEE INSTRUCTS
Romero, told Haca of a horse
NEWSPAPERS ANENT CATS.
Just before adjourning Mayor Mc- and saddle he had stolen in Albuquerque
and ridden to San Rafael.
Kee stated that he wished to say, for
"Well, you had better come with me.
the benefit of the newspapers, and
I
need some company down to Albuany others Interested, that in the
future, if notified, the city scavenger querque," said the wily lieutenant, rewould remove all deceased feline vealing his star to the startled
horse thief.
that might be discovered in the
Romero is now doing a cage stunt
streets with their toes turned towards
in the Bernalillo county Jail. He has
the atmosphere.
The remarks wene called forth by agreed to plead guilty, and as the
the recent exploitation by one of the norse was round in Socorro county,
city '8 papers, of the fact that a dead he will be taken before Judge Parker
cat had lain for some time, until the for sentence, when Socorro county
surrounding
atmosphere was per- court meets on June 4.
Baca didn't get the man he went
meated with unpleasant, odors, on
North Walter street, only to be sub- after in the Jemez country, but his
sequently discovered in" the front pilgrimage was not a fruitless one.
yard of a home on North Edith street.
There being no further business
FAMOUS JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS
the council, a motion was made
adjourn.
carried,
to
and
A
NUMBER
OF PEOPLE
NOW
TAKING
THERE
THE CELEANOTHER GOOD BILL
nt

ESTIMATES OF INCOME
MADE BY TREASURER.
Albuquerque, X. M.. May 21, l!MMi.
To the Honorable Mayor and City
Council:
Gentlemen Agreeable to your request for an estimate as to the proba-Mreceipts for the current year, 1
4eg to advise that taking the receipts
for the past year as a l.als. the receipts fnem all sources are as follows:
J'rom county treasurer
$33.CG6.63 COLONEL
SELLERS ASKS
8,142.50
From city marshal
FOR A FRANCHISE.
17,326.75
From city clerk
At the close of the regular business
From all other sources
793.50
of the council. Colonel D. K. B. Sel$5'J,it29.3t( lers arose and submitted the followTotal
From all information obtainable at ing request for a franchise for a street
into the Highlands, which was
this time I do not believe it is likely railway
hy the, clerk:
that the receipts for the current yeaj read
An ordinance granting a street railwill equal those of the past year; in way
fact, there is danger of a falling off que, franchise in the city of AlbuquerM.'
in the receipts on account of legisla- Be it N.ordained
by the city council of
tion now pending. I estimate that
the city of Albuquerque, N. M.:
fhe receiipts from taxation will be apSection 1 That there is hereby
proximately the same as last year, given,
granted and conveyed unto D.
possibly some more. While I am in- K.
B. Sellers, its heirs, successors or
formed by the county assessor that assigns,
the right and privilege to
there has been an increase approxi- build, construct,
maintain, own, equip,
mating 10 per cent, yet there is a posand conduct a street railway
sibility that this may be offset by operate
by motor power or electricity
reasons of reductions claimed by the system
or any improvement thereon, in and
banks.
upon all the following streets and
As to requirements
for interest,
of the city of Albuquercity thall, library and park funds, ref- thoroughfares
erence is made to the annual state- que, N. M., for the ierlod of fifty
years after the date of the passage
ment made last month.
All of which is very respectfully hereof,
Commencing at a ipolnt. en Xorth
H. E. ROGERS,
submitted.
at the north loundary
Treasurer. Twelfth street,
The city clerk Ihen submitted to of the city limits, and running thence
the council an estimate of what he south on North Twelfth street to New
thought could be counted upon from York avenue, thence east on New
his department, placing the amount at York avenue to Second street, thence
$15,250, which was somewhat lower south on Second street to Railroad
thence east on Railroad avethan the estimate made by the city avenue,
t? Hill street, thence south on
treasurer, and a slight reduction over nue
AT THE CASINO
Hill street to Gold avenue, to the
the amount received last year from east
city
of
limits.
boundary
the
line
the same source.
Also on First street from Railroad "THE PARDNERS," A LITTLE FAR
FETCHED, BUT HIGHLY ENTERavenue to Copper avenue, thence west
ESTIMATE OF EXPENSES
TAINING.
SUBMITTED BY DEPARTMENTS. on Copper avenue to Second street.
Sec. 2 This grant is made Uon the
An estimate from each department
There have been partners in this
of the expenses likely to be incurred following conditions:
western country, where the proverbial
First The owner cr ow ners of said latch string hangs outside the door,
during the fiscal year, was then prefranchise shall commence in good but few have been known like the
sented t the council.
The street department estimated faith the construction of the street California "Pardners," played at the
their expenses for the coming year at railway system within ninety days Casino the first part of this week.
from the passage pf this ordinance, The scenery is the bestever set on
$10,000.
placed its and complete that portion on East the Casino stage. The scene opens
The sewer department
expenses at approximately $2,500.
Railroad avenue between the east dark and dreary in a mountain cavern.
The fire department
submitted line of the tracks of the A. T. & S. F. The dusk fades away to be replaced
tn'elr probable expense at $tl,0(H), which Railway company and the eastern by a sunshine that lights the towerincludes the paying for 1,000 feet of limits of said city within one year.
ing verdure covered rocks into a
Second The cars must be of im- rich glow.
hose recently ordered.
The "pardners" have a
comfort
proved
for
construction
the
approximatThe police department
cabin there and a gold claim nearby.
passengers,
and
of
convenience
expense
and
ed their
at $7,350.
There is a love affair, a division of
provided with brakes and fenders.
the gold, a tragic death, an emotional
SOCIAL EVIL REPORT
Third The tracks must be con- termination of the romance, which
A SOP TO CEREBUS. structed in the middle of the street
has a moral lesson, a panoramo of
Just about eight months ago the and laid to grade to be furnished by the mountain life of the native son
city,
between
.streets
and the
social evil question was brought up the said
and a funny Chinaman. It's Jwo hours
in Albuquerque, and placed before the the rails and for one foot on either of wholesome entertainment,
wdth
macador
paved
side
shall
thereof
be
people. Mass meetings were held and
vaudeville stunts between acts that
grantee
of
by
said
amized,
cr
built
plans discussed to prevent the evil,
are not half bad. Especially comor at least contrcl it, and remove it the same material as that ortion of mendable is tha work of the two littrack
through
which the
the streets
from the heart of the city.
tle girls, who, sing and dance with
Last night the committee empower- runs, and shall be kept constantly in an ease and grace seldom seen in
so
lostreet,
repair and flush with the
ed to select a site suitable for the
juvenile performers.
cation of all bawdy houses, disorderly t'hat the same may be readily crossed
Tomorrow afternoon there will be
in
the a matinee for women and
houses and houses of ill fame, and to with vehicles at all points
children at
report on any other phases of the streets.
of which those in attendance
the
close
Fourth The owner or owners of will be served with cake and ice
case that might appeal to them, subsaid franchise shall assume all liabil cream, gtatis.
mitted the following report:
ities or rinks for damages to persons
CHAIRMAN NEUSTADT'S
or proierty which may arise in the ROSWELL TOOK FIRST
REPORT IN FULL. construction,
maintenance or operation of any or all parts of the railway
Albuquerque, N. M., May .21, 1906.
GAME OF SERIES
system
that may be erected, con
To the Honorable Mayor and City
structed, maintained or operated, pur
Council of Albuquetque, N. M.
Evidently
was a ball game
Your committee to whom was re- suant to this francuise, and shall in at Roswell there
yesterday worth seeing,
ferred the petition of several prop- demnify and save the city of Albu and there was nothing about
it for Alerty owners and residents on North querque Harmless from any and all buquerque to feel exultant over.
Third street, regarding the location liability or damage that may arise or Roswell cadets didn't even let The
the
and maintenance of bawdy houses, be incurred therefor, and in the case Browns so much as score, let alone
disorderly houses and houses of ill cf any suit against said city on ac win. The score was 1 to 0. Gallegos
fame, wish leave to report as follows: count tnereor, said owner or owners did the pitching for the Browns, and
The committee, after careful in- of said franchise on being notified
against him was the apparently
vestigation of every available loca- shall make all necessary defense, and pitted
invincible young Hester. The latter
tion about the city and in the out- any judgment against said city there- allowed but three hits, while
Gallegos
skirts of the city, would recommend for shall le binding upon the owner was let down for four. The single
the present all such places or owners of said franchise in any score was made on two hits and a
that
suit of the said city against them for
be confined to Third street,
sacrifice. Gallegos struck out eight
on the corner of Copper avenue, reimbursement.
nine struck out by HesFifth The validity of this franchise men, against
and extending north oiie block, and
The game was gilt edge throughloth shall depend upon the strict con- ter.
137 feet on the other block on
out. Games between the same teams
sides of the Ktrext, and running to formity of the owners of said fran- are scheduled for today and tomorembodied row.
the alleys east and west. We would chise to the conditions
further recommend that such houses herein, and upon the continuous opnow in existence on other streets in eration of such line or lines as may
MORTUARY
this city be notified of this change, be constructed under the terms of this
made for
with exception
if such is mado by the council, that grant,
Anita Springer.
all of them now so occupied to move, strikes, accidents, floods, or other unAnita Springer, the
and that six months' time be given favorable forces.
Sixth The street railroads built daughter of a prosperous Obi Albuthem to make the change, which in
querque merchant died yesterday afthe opinion of the committee Is suff- under this franchise shall not interAll of which we hope fere with the drainage or water sys- ternoon after a short illness of infant
icient time.
tem of said city, for which all rights troubles. The funeral services were
will meet with your approval.
of intersection of such line at all held this afternoon at 3 o'clock from
ftlllv submitted.
points where the needs of the pres- tho San Felipe de Neri church, InterSA.Ml'Kl. NICl'STADT,
Chairman. ent and future sewerage system and ment in Santa Harbara cemetery.
A ni tion was made that the report all general purposes may require it,
Sarah E. Dye.
1k adopted, which was carried, Alder- - are hereby reserved, but it is underSarah E. Dye, wife of 1. A. Dye,
excaany
or
h,
that
stood
intersections
voting
r,
Wilkcrson,
wt
vi
man
vations that may be necessary fdiall proprietor of the Rio Grande Lumber
against it.
be without expense to the owner or yards, died at her residence H07 North
owners of aid franchise, and without Eighth street, yesterday, aged 38
FINANCE COMMITTEE ASKS
$400 FOR THE FAIR. unnecessarily interfering with, delay- years, after a short illness. Deceased
had been a resident of Albuquerque
the passage of about
The finance committee, acting upon ing or obstructing
two years, and was bornin Kencars,
put
openings
such
be
and
shall
lodge
of
local
the
the request of
Owing to her lovable dispositucky.
good
in
order
as
repair
accompany
as
and
them
Klks for a band to
tion,
deceased
made many friends
were
the
excavations
help
made.
advertise
to penvt r in July, to
during
In this city who
her
residence
rates
The
Seventh
of
t'oreaca
fare
rnport,
the city, returned an adverse
will learn with regret of her demise
inpassenger,
with
free
on
transfer
which was adopted.
and join
with this paper in exAlderman I., .irnard 'hen arose, and tersecting line or lines of said sys- tending to the bereaved husband and
tem
for
each
continuous
trip
from
on behalf of the finance committee.
their heartfelt sympa'hy.
point to p int within the limits of relatives
mved tl'.st tiie f;i:r iner-as-appropriation
will
take
of $15t 'said city, shall be five cents, and no The funeral ceremonies
this yiar be $"". nil
place tomorrow afternoon
at 2:30
over the a.npropriii'icn of last year. more.
Eighth This franchise shall be o'clock from the U. W. Strong's Sons'
The motion' was . uvr'.e !. Alderman
considered and construed to include chapel, conducted by Rev. J. W. in-T.
Wilkcrson voting no.
the liaptist
minister;
the right of carrying freight, express
cemetery.
terment in Kairv-'and mail. a well as passengers.
OTHER MATTERS TRANSACTED
Sic. 3 Any interference with the
BY THE CITY COUNCIL.
Defending Her.
,
requiring elec 'rights embodied in this franchise the
I
"I must have lieen crazy when
Ordinance No.
delay
obstruction
of
to
tile
thn
tracks
whs
tricians to take out a licence,
married you," she said.
passage
,1
cars,
damage
destruction,
of
'o the
r:i
read again, and
"No. no." my dear, he retorted galfinance committee to fix the amount .or injury to any pan of the equip-- I lantly, "iloii't reproach yourself 'hat
!
projn-nrail-or
of this street
incut
of the license required.
way.
am the one who was crazy."
way system r stealing rides on the
Chairman NeiiK"id of the
discars
pay
or
or
fare,
refusal to
M. I)c
The report that Clminei-and sta'ed to the
onimitlee, nr
in coiiuni'tee for
council th,i it was his opini.ui tha' if orderly, offensive or drunk., n conduct, pew has vo'm
on
or
platforms Sni' ot's expulsion must
the tlir
make the
"he odicials of the poll, e derailment or
attempted to us- - the official buggy jof the cars shall cousti'ute a niisde-- i I'tah man feel that tho Kiiuital.lt:
a
fine j life beats the plural wife
many more times, a seriousspill would tiii anor. and be punishable by
e

to-wi- t:

-
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ANOTHER REPORT

DESKS FOR THE BUSY MAN

OF MADAME GROSS

The Man

Son Writing From Florence,
Colo.,

Mother Was
Killed in San Francisco.
Says

HUSBAND

HERE

DENIES

I

Dear Sir

e

BRATED

MINERAL

BATHS.

Special Correspondence,
.lemez Hot Springs, N, M., May 21.
The springs have had more patron
age during the months of April and
May this season than ever before.
This shows that the resort is becom
ing more popular and Justly does sho
deserve it, for your scribe has lived
years and has seen
here twenty-on- e
scores of afflicted persons come here
In ail this time and mostly to a soul
went away well and praising the virtues of the waters.
James D. Eakln and wife, M.
and wife and B. Toll of Albuquerque are among the visitors here
Mc-Bri-

now.
Mrs.

David Perea, wife of P. M.
Perea. of Las Griegos, is here taking
the baths.
Mrs. Harry Freelove came in on the
last stage to join her husband, who
is now located here.
Three wagon loads of campers came
In today.
Block's stage line will commence
r.cxt Friday, the 25th. to run its four-horstage every Friday, making the
trip in one day.
Business at the bath houses is good
and people coming in every day.
se

TAXES ARE NOW DUE, AND
WILL BECOME DELINQUENT ON
JUNE 1. PAY THIS MONTH.
Breed your mare to the best trotting stallion in New Mexico.
219
Copper avenue.

write to you to see if
please see if there has
been any person securing a marriage
license by the name of Mary U. Gross
and J. W. Masters, during the month
of February or March, HHiG. The lady
Is my mother and was killed in San
Francisco and I am trying all the
dates 1 can. I will enclose stamp for
an early reply.
Yours respectfully,
would

I

Wm. GROSS,

West Main street, Florence,
Colorado.
121 H

Citizen Want ads bring results.

T

ii

s

115

WEST

fr

308-31-

0

Railroad Ave.,

N. M.

00eX000'

Pool and Billiard Parlor.
107 South Second

Street, Barnett Bldg.

The Only Fitst Class
Billiard Parlor' in Albuquerque.
No cheap tables or broken Balls
but everything First Class and

.

.

Strictly Ufr To Date
Straight 18

Pool 7 1 -- 2c per cue, Pool Bo per cum
Billiard 6O0 per hour.

Bmll

Max Gussaroff,

Prop.

TO THE LADIES:

Hot weeUier is ihere too warm to wash and Iron. Send ronr
Sblrt Waists and Wblte Dresses to us. We will laundry them correctly and will deliver them to you in a nice box they will not b
crushed or wrinkled. Domestic or gloss finish.
Back of Pottoffice.
Call the Red Wagons.

j

j

Auto., 319; Colo., Red 148.

Imperial Laundry Go.

You Prescriptions, If Entrusted

The Williams Drug Co.
will receive the personal care of one of the firm,,

both of whom are druggists of many
years' experience.
No. 117 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE
HAND IN HAND

WITH PERFECTION
Is the White Lily Cigar every day ta
the week, the month, the year. It's
trite to eay tJiat It's of uniform good

quality.
Couldn't 'be otherwise, because it la always made from the Mm
tirade of tobacco grown in the time
fields. .And the making!
Look at
one. feel It, emell lfc. smoke It, and
you won't blame us for calling the
White Lily a "perfection" cigar. Fir
cents each; $2 the box of fifty.

A. J. RICHARDS

Fool Room

113a WEST RAILROAD AVENUfc
Don't Dispute with a Woman
Especially, if she teUs you to order
sack of
EMPRESS FLOUR.
Make no excuse, (ti you aboutd for-gthe order), that you could
s
find It, for every
grouea
handles KMPRBSS. You will aiwvya
rind good bread, .good l.iscults,
pastry and most important of
good cheer to greet you when
come home for your dinner. Try It.
EMPRESS FLOUR Is the Empress of
all ethers.

AVENUE

et

We wish to announce that under the
new management, dating from May
16, 1906, prices on all games will be
REDUCED 50 PER CENT. Best
Tables and equipment in the Southwest. Best line of Cigars in the city.
Music every night during next week.

ld

nt

first-clas-

M. BERGER,
Wholesale Agent. Albuquerque, N. M.

Ke-8t--

j

.

y

1

.

BRUNSWICK

tacjimeE'cjjLe

RAILROAD

workman-

Albuquerque,

000C0000

ooo
id

Clhjilb asMi

of

Albert Faher

Want ad docs tho work.

A Citizen

received a

ship and highest class at
cabinet work. The desk yoa
buy of us will not fall to
pieces In a short time, thro
causing you much annoyance.
Our prices are the lowest.

I

The above letter confirms the report published some time ago in the
columns of The Evening Citizen,
shortly after the San Francisco earthquake and fire, telling or the killing
of Madame Gross, or Mrs. J. W. Masters, wife of the Gold avenue furniture dealer, who, after tha publication
of the Btory In these columns, wired
to Log Angeles, where his wife was
supposed to have gone, after deserting
her husband of a few weeks, and received an answer which contained the
statement that Madame Gross, or Mrs.
Masters, was in Los Angeles, bill In
the light of the above letter, the telegram was evidently a canard.
The son is evidently trying to trace
his mother's movements from the
time she left Florence, Colo., r.itll he
learned of her death. The nary of
her advent into Albuquerque end her
subsequent marriage and flight to Log
Angeles is quickly told.
During the winter a fashionably
gowned and stylish looking woman,
presumably about 40 years of age, arrived In the city from Florence, Colo.,
and opened a dress making establishment, over the Phoenix Dry Goods
store. Shortly after this her marriage to J. W. Masters, at that time in
the employ of the McBraln Furniture
company, was announced, after which
he opened up a furniture store for
himself, at 118 West Gold avenue.
Following close upon their marriage
came the startling announcement that
Mrs. Masters had deserted her. husband, taking with her, he stated, some
$100, which he had given her to pay
bills they owed.
That was the last heard of her until
the time of the Frisco earthquake,
when a dispatch was received at this
office telling of the finding of the remains of Madame Gross in the ruins
at San Francisco, and the subsequent
message received by the husband,
purporting to tell that Madame Gross
was safe in Los Angeles.
The letter of the son to the probate
clerk sets at rest the doubts as to
whether or not the unfortunate lady
had really met her death in the catastrophe that devastated San Francisco.
WJien seen at his place of business
on West Gold avenue this afternoon
by a representative of The Evening
Citizen Mr. Masters was Informed of
the letter received by the probate
clerk.
"In spite of that," said Mr. Masters,
"I feel sure that Mrs. Masters was
not killed, or committed suicide, in
San Francisco.
The chief of police
here wrote the chief of police in San
Francisco who said the Gross woman
leaped from a second-stor- y
window
and was killed, giving a description of
her, and telling who her husband, a
J. M. Gross, was, and as my name is
not Gross I don't believe it was my
wife. I suppose the son has heard
the rumor of the Gross woman suiciding and took it to mean his mother.
My wife wrote to her son in Florence
several times but the letters were all
returned. No I fell Bure that my wife
did not commit suicide in San Francisco."

We have just

represent the best

.Mexico.

you

Library

Roll Top
Desks, Flat and Standing
Desks, office Chairs, Book
Cases. Typewriter
Stands
and Tables.
We guarantee our line to

v

REPORT

Florence, Colo., May 18, 19U6.
Probate Judge, Albuquerque, New
i

or the Home
'arge shipment

1

Ru-tier- to

Business

of

Wmm,

The

Wortmaim, Prop.

Berge-Gos-

Stock Co..

e

AT THE CASINO
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday Nights, and
Wednesday Matinee, in

TIE

PARDNERS"

CAST Oh" t'HAIt A "I HHS.
n. l'anlners
Joe Sanders, Ne.l Siin'lWin. K. Neff and I.
I. Wehh.
K 1'r .i.U Melville
Josiuh Scraps .
Major Ilritt .
A'm. Double
.Indue Urandon
Wing a e . .
f l'.- - .a lieriier
i ..... .
jSain
I'osie
:n..t I'Mmonds
M.i e Sweeney
Orace I'.raudon
Mary Iii andon
ii K. May
.
SYNOPSIS
Act
''
lirandoii's re.-Act. II
Home of the I'. ';''
Act III Interior of
home.
Act IV Same us Ac'
j
Admission to Mat.nees.
.

.

j

THAT

THE TELEPHONE IS
EVER READY TO TAKE
YOUR COMMANDS.
LET IT

DO YOUR

t

A

TIRES

THE TELEPHONE WILL
RUN YOUR ERRANDS,
DO YOUR SHOPPING
AND KEEP YOU
INFORMED OF SOCIAL
AFFAIRS.

WORK.
YOU NEED

NEVER

TELEPHONE

IN

YOUR

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

.i'i:riAiriKS.
iiinl

Hi-i'.-

Vi

Mi

...Illustrated Souks

Meet Me at Yanow's

'

.
- ilVu'k'and' w'iiig dances
IM.iw.ids Trio

alv

n.--

Hill

(Jni.-e-.

.

Novelty Specialties
handcuff kins, next

Mic
i.i.-'l.-

Ther,. wi'l

!'

an entiro chanue

L.

of

Thursday of each
week d'liMi- -' 'lie season. Ioorsopvn
begins at
at 8 p. in I'erfiirniancH
s
M. :'.:
8:311.
and
p. lu. l'er- u
day. ln.i.r
formance a ..
i( !,oie of seats.)
ChUJrt-K.c
ioc Adults
RESERVED SEATS AT LEARNARD & LINDEMANN'S MUSIC STORE.
bin

Any time between 7 in the
Morning utu! 9 at N'iht.

May 22.

t,

;n MeseUy imd

1

j

SERVANT

A

Sun-Ion'-

r'

v- -

'

j

If Your Eyes Need Attention
I will examine them Fkt-Tanil Guarantee every pair
of glasses I fit to be - - - .

ABSOLUTELY CORRECT
Prices reasonable, rennanently located at
lit HallroaJ avenue.
C. H. CARNES, 0. IX
t

O000000000

OO

oooooooooo

Frick's "Red" Enemy Still Hates Capital
(The following article by Alexander Berkman, was prepared by the
anarchist two days before he wa released from the Allegheny county,
Pennsylvania work hoHse. He had
served his term In the penitentiary
and
Cor shooting Millionaire Trick,
wan Just completing a sentence for
a minor offense committed in connection with the attempted assassination.
1I
became a free man May IS.

1 Y

)

HIS

nu

)

e e ) V V a
ATTEMPT TO KILL
FRICK.

Pittsburg, Pa.. May 22. Alex- ander Berkman" attemirt. to as-- a"
sasslnate Mr. Krlck took place
in 1892. during ifhe Homestead '
H
steel strike.
Ilerkman, a young Russian
Jiad
Just come to
this country, and Inspired by the e"
teachings of Herr Most, Emma
Goldman and others, conceived
the Idea of killing Friok, to
right the wrongs of the Home-stead steel strikers.
following the en- - 1
Saturday
trance of itroops into Homestead,
Berkman had set for the killing.
H had made several fruitless
visits to the office of Mr. Prick a
on Fifth avenue. Finally, he
forced his way past the clerk, a
burst Into Mr. Frick's room and
fired at bim with a revolver,
while in the other hand he brand- - a"
ished a knife. John G. A. Ixdsh- man, now United States minis- ter to Turkey, was with Mr. "
Friok. He. with. Mr. Frlck, who
sprang from his chair, battled
all over the office, Berkman "a"
striking with his knife, and try- ing again to use the revolver. a"
Both Mr. Frlck and Mr. Lels'n- - a
man were slightly injured before
help arrived from the outer of- - "a"
flees
and Berkman was over- powered.
!c
a- x
x
x2
a
bok-blnde-

4
By Alexander Berkman.
e
On my last birthday I was 34 years
old. I have spent fourteen of those 9
thirty-fou- r
years In prison. But 1
have no complaint to make. I have a
All but paid the penalty for what I
did, and no man can take away my

1

r,

mill, near Eagle station, laet SaturBerkday, given by Miss Erankle
shire and alslr, Miss Mattle, about
twenty of tTielr young friends being
present to participate in the pleasures
of the occasion. The Misses Berkshire entertained the gathering In a
plrasant and charming way, and all
regretted when the evening shadows
grew longer and the light of day' began to fade, as the sun lowered behind the western hsrlzon, proclaiming the parting hour. Sanders correspondence In Currolton, (Ky.) News.

my rash determination to do something to free the thousands that were
being crushed by It. I !cllcved that
If Mr. Frlck were killed, others who
were grasping the bread away from
the poor people, would take warning MFMOPIAI
and allow every one a fair chance and I'".
an equal share In the good things of
existence.
Hrtltcrh
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way the worklngmen whose families
pro Rtnrvlnir at Inmost pad would le
put to work and tnelr troubles end.
There are times. I believed then,
' not know whether I totally
disbelieve now, when wrongs become
so grievous that vindication can come
only iby Rome one person taking the
case in hand and annihilating the
cause of it all.
But I have learned much. I doubt
if the most good for the oppressed
can be accomplished by taking a revolver, a bomb or a knife, and going
after the person responsible for it.
It is better, I think, to tearh all the
oppressed who their enemies are and
who are responsible for tnelr condition, and let them unitedly cast off
the yoke; let the blood flow if it
1
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GOVERNOR HAGERMAN CALLS ON
ALL PATRIOTIC CITIZENS TO
OBSERVE DECORATION DAY.

Executive Office, Santa Fe, New
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Carnation
Cream
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A farmer saw

Furniture, Crockery, Stoves and Ranges.
Agt. CHARTER OAK Steel Ranges.

one of
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117 Gold Avenue

Rates West

You should plan to take that trip to California. You will enjoy the
change. Visit the Grand Canyon and IVtrified Forest.
Llleral
limit and stopovers.
LOS ANGELES AND R TURN
$36
SAN DIEGO AND RETURN
".$35
,6AN FRANCISCO
AND RETURN
$45
For other rates and full particulars, call at ticket office. Tick-o- n
every
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, during May, June,
sale
July, August and September.
T. E. PURDY, Agent.
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SPECIAL RATES TO THE EAST

Now is the time to take tnat trip back Tiomc. Take advantage of the low ratea to the east. Tickets on s.)e at special reduced
rates for the round trip, from June 1 to September 30.
CHICAGO AND RETURN
$5535
ST. LOUIS AND RETURN
$47.85
On the following dates the Santa Fe will sell excurskm tickets
to the principal points In Illinois, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota,
Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota, South Dakota, Wisconsin and
Vyoir.lng:
also June
inclusive, and July
June
inclusive. Call at ticket office and we will help you plan a trip. Below
find rates to a few of the principal pointsCHICAGO AND RETURN
$51.50
ST. LOUIS AND RETURN
$46.50
MEMPHIS, TENN., AND RETURN
$48.65
KANSAS CITY AND RETURN
$39.00
iU turn limit of all tickets, October 31.
T. E. PURDY, Agt.

Most Anything

TO AVENGE SISTERS

y

ALBUQUERQUE,

2X2?

SLAYS HOLY ROLLER

Automatic Phone, 292.

Milk is one of the most easily digested foods. It requireslcss gastric
juice and less energy to digest it
than any other form of nourishment
Gut it must be pure.

ico, May 18. I90fi.
All
is pure, because sterilized.
The truest patriotism Is the patriat- germs have been destroyed. Try
at
Istm which shows Itself in action
this rich and succulent soup.
those times when the nation calls for
the sacrifice of personal Interests in
Soud
order to preserve the honor and in On htf rB CmiH"Tomato
Creim dilute with Uffle quMiHty nf
nnfnns, one
ll., two imilltei.poondil
tegrity of the flag or our country. wittr. ontlt,canon Tmiti
otU,
tMponnfl ugr. half
The 1o8t of good citizenship is not quarter teapoonful
pepier, oath of telery att, rla.h of cayenne
twenty
Boil
cream
together
alt
aWfet
minute Strain
hut the
only the holding of high ideals of pettier.
let hoil unttl It tcahls
through colander. AM the cream
e
A'lr a little rite which naa lieen couaeditt a aeiareta
out atflahlittle. aalted
Ivic honor and righteousness,
boiling water.
la
t
he willingness of the Individual to
proclaim those ideals and. If necessary, devote his property and his life
o upholding them. The men woo in
a
nves of stress and danger to the re
public have been called upon to make our advertisements in the
will.
a
uch sacrifice and have not flinched, newspaper. It happened that short
I have taken good care of my body
ut have given their lives that the na- My
health
strong
physically.
and am
ly afterwards lie sold some grain.
a
ion might live, by whose faith, en
my
considering
better,
could not be
integrity of
ergy
devotion
the
He opened a checking account
and
my
friends
of
limned privileges. Most
e
preserved.
Vlth m, depositing the money he
I have a great our Institutions has ioen
Hussla,
but
are
in
parlots
memories
y
whose
V
many In America. I shall be glad to are true
fnem the sale of his grain.
received
by
be cherished in gratitude
see them. They have sent nie lots sbould
a"
From that day to this, that
11
people.
the
pre
I
of reading matter and plenty,
As the day approaches which lias
farmer has always kopt an account
sume, which th prison authorities
e
so fittingly and properly been set
with us. Whenever he selTs any
have never permitted me to read.
freedom again for that. I owe no man
graves
aside for the decoration of the
1 exptCl. IU SO lJ JVUDOItt OS
cio
produce from the farm, he deposits
anything now, and I ask no man for!
our dead soldiers and sailors and
anything.
fully broke a rule of the Institution. I vl".it some of my old friends In this of
the money in the bank and pays
of
deeds
of
celebration
their
for
the
country. But after that my plans are
While I have been in prison I have' You want to know what I feel
should
we
his obligations by check, because
eroism
and
and nave read a good many ward Mr. Frick? I never did hate not laid. But I am as I was, an enrememlier the great service done
it is an advantage to him.
books, t am more mature in mind Mr. Frlck because he was Mr. Frick, emy of capital, as it represents injus- also
v the living survivors of the wars
He never has to Irother Tils
tlhan I was when I was 20. The les- - but- because he embodied, yes, prac tice, nnd shall fight it as long as God which In the Inscrutable wisdom ot
neighbor for change. He can write
son of obedience was one I had learn tleed, that, tyranny of the select few gives me life not with arms, neces- God bave come to try the souls of
sarily, but with reason and
ed when a child, and my guards in against the many.
out a check for any amount.
the men and women of all parts or
prison will not say that I ever wil- It was the principle I struck at in
our country during the past genera
His check lioik is of no value
Ion.
any one except himself, and his
to
In accordance, therefore, with estalmoney Is safe In the bank. At the
lished custom and usage. I, Herbert
same time his account gives him
Hagerman, governor of the tern
ory of New Mexico, do recommend
a complete record of his business
that on Wednesday, the 3nth day of
and each check is an Indisputable
May, 1906, itho people in all parts of
receipts.
he territory refrain from all unnec
essary labor and public amusements
and add their efforts to those of THE BANK OF COMMERCE
patriotic associations to bring alout
MEXICO
NEW
Ye Editor Turns
From Literature, a proper observance of the day and ALBUQUERQUE,
"
"
Editor Carlos Avery, of the Tutch- - devote it to services in honor or the tXXXXXXXDCXXXXXXXXXXOCIOOCIO
inson Leader, was in town Monday nation's dead, and to acts of respect
morning posting bills for the play for those soldiers and sailors who
SCREEN TIME
"Shore Acres," which is to le given have survived the wars in which they
Is here. Door and Window
engaged.
village.
in that
Glenco, (Minn.)
were
screens made to order.
Done at the executive office this,
PLANING
MILL
ALBUQUERQUE
May.
D.
1906.
A.
the 18th dav of
Witness my hand and the great seal OCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)
"Of course, it costs a married man
more to live," said one of them, "but of the territory of New Mexico.
H. J. HAGERMAN.
(Seal)
then we have something to show for
our money."
By the Governor:
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE
J. W. RAYNOLDS,
"That's right,' admitted his bach
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Secretary of New Meexico
elor friend, "but is that the reward or
Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
penalty?"
Automatic Telephone, 174.
Fortunate Missourlans.
When I was a druggist, at Livonia
"Look here, there's a lot of agita
of
tion on that is bound to result in con Mo.," writes T. J. Dwyer, now
gress passing a bill that will play Graysville, Mo., "three of my cus
cured of
thunder with my business. Can't you tomers were permanently
Albuquerque Business College.
consumption by Dr. King's New Disdo something to head It our
today
OPENS
"Sure!
I'll have Senator Tillman covery, and are well and strong
Monday, June 4, 1906.
trying to sell his property
was
One
-your
directly
a
bill
Introduce
at
aimed
i
itched i
inm n taKYurci'
and move to Arizona, but after using Shorthand, Typewriting Bookkeeping,
company."
nnrl
Graded and High School Branches
New Discovery a short time he found
$10.00 for ten weeks.
"Some men have no sense of shame it unnecessary to do so-- I regard Dr,
Geo. S. Ramsey
In their commercial life. There is a Kings New Discovery as the most Mrs. R. O. Stoll,
Manager
Proprietress
man who has sunk lower and lower wonderful medicine in existence.
410 West Railroad Ave.
THE SLAYER .THE "APOSTLE'S
every year and he glories In it. And Surest Cough and Cold cure and
WIFE AND SHOOTING SCENE.
strangely enough he has prospered Throat and Lung healer. Guaranteed
by all druggists.
50c and SI. Trial
more as he has gone lower.
22.
Homicide
May
Wash.,
Seattle.
bottles
free.
"Who
of
is
he?"
affairs
the
to
climax
has made a
o
"A diver."
fanatics.
the "Holy Rollers," religious instantly
Here Is an Optimist.
and
shot
George Mitchell
Morris Young said he was glad
Something Was Doing.
killed Edmund Cremeia, iounuer uuu
"What did her father say when you they got him to play at the dances. He
avenge
honor
the
sect,
to
leader of the
got to see all the pretty girls, if he
asked him for her?
The slayer of
of his two sisters.
didn't get to dance with them. Sea
word."
"Not
as
vreuicm
"Apostle josnua,1
quachee, (Tenn.) News.
U7
speak
"Well,
than
actions
louder
viup
u
gave
iuo
hiniseu
hlmself,
anyway."
words,
seem
iu
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
fleers, and does not
"Yes, and they leave a much deeper
Is
"I've got my man. Am In toJail,"
impression.
V.
O.
(Homestead Entry No. 6293.)
sent
he
the unique telegram
of the Interior, Land of
Hurt of Corvallls, Ore., father of the
'Jenkins came near being arrested Department
fice at Santa Fe. N. M., April 20,
po
dead man's wife.
night.
park
in
other
A
the
the
objection1906.
"I came here from Portland for the light of candles, became so
liceman found him wandering around
Notice is hereby given that the fol
purpose of killing Creffleld," he ex- able to the people of Corvallls, Ore.,
11
o'clock."
the
drives
about
lowing named settler has filed no"I saw him and that the authorities were appealed to.
plained afterwards.
to
out
the
air?"
'Just
tice of his intention to make final
Many of the "Holy Rollers'" have
his wife on First avenue, and shot the
'No. he'd gone out to escape It.
man. That's all there is to It. He been sent to the insane asylum. fellow In the apartment next to him proof in supports of bis claim, and Large. Jry Rooms. Prces Very Rea
that said proof will be made before
sonable.
mined my two sisters and I took his Among them was Creffleld's present had been staging 'The Palms.
the United States Court Commissioner
MRS. OWEN DINSDALE.
She recovwife, then Ida M. Hurt.
life."
on
June
Mexico,
New
Albuquerque,
Proprietor,
The chancellor of Syracuse Unlver at
Creffleld recently was released from ered, and got a divorce while Creffleld
l'J06, viz.: Jesus Garcia y Lopez, of
the penitentiary, after serving two was in the penitentiary. On his re- sity, who defended the Standard Oil 6,Carpenter.
county.
New
Bernalillo
years for illicit relations with women turn, however, she remarried him In company and called the president an
south-wes- t
followers. Prior to Creffleld's convic- Seattle, despite the protests of her anarchist, says W. R. Hearts is a dan Mexico, for the west half of the
quarter of section 12, township
tion, the peculiar ceremonies of the family. She claims he is guiltless of gerous citizen. If Mr. Hearst doesn
General Merchandise and. Real Estate
contribute liberally to the university 10 north, range 6 east.
sect behind closed doors and by the Mitchell's charges.
He names the following witnesses
For Sale.
he will be guilty of the barest lngrat
prove
residence
to
his continuous
itudo.
upon and cultivation oof said land, FOR SAL13 General
merchandise
NOT MUCH CONCERNED
GALLUP SCHOOL
and real estate, cheap for cash.
'What would thev do to me If I viz.:
one-halGarcia,
f
Jaramillo,
pulled
Pedro
FOR SALE Ranches,
mile
Ixandro
and let Pushcart win this
OVER THEIR HANGING race?" up
TEACHERS ELECTED
south of the city of Albuquerque
Francisco Olguin and Harlo Gutierrez,
asked the Jockey. "Theres
Mexico.
quarter of a million bet on me, but all of Carpetner, New
suitable for aristocratic country
homes and for truck or general
MANUEL R. OTERO,
DAVID
AND JOHN can make more by losing."
ARGUELLO
PRINW. H. DECKER
Register.
farming; plenty of well 'water to be
MEDLOCK TO HANG AT RATON
"If you pull your horse? That d be
OTHERS WILL
CIPAL,
AND
o
race suicide, for you."
had at from ten to forty feet.
ON FRIDAY, MAY 25.
AGAIN PRESIDE. ,
Sore Nipples.
FIFTEEN-ACRranch, about three
A cure may be effoeted by applying
In the same stoical manner that
The bankers of U Crosse, Wis
miles from Albuquerque;
fed by
The newly elected school board ot j,i8 old friend, Joe Johnson, awaked beat the preachers in a base ball Chamberlain's Salve as soon as the
two dltcmes; best irrigating condi
Gallup mot the other evening and the end at the Canon City ieniten-proceede- game the other day. The preachers child is done nursing. Wipe It off
tions; raise anything; best soil in
to the election of the tiary some months ago, so does David should have known there was no with a soft cloth before allowing the
the valley.
teacnera lor me ensuing year, iae Arguello, in the county jail at Raton hope cf beating bankers unless they chllii to nurse. Many trained nurses THOUSANDS
of Cottonwood trees for
old teachers, with three exceptions, view the passing of the days that are were from Ohio. Nearly everybody use this salve with the best results.
transplanting.
all
by
were returned to their positions for hastening him to his doom. Arguello
Sold
box.
per
25
conts
Irlce
Ohio
bankers.
the
LOTS in different parts of the city,
druggists.
the next year. The commercial and Johnaon were nersonal ac
Will sell cheap on monthly paymen
"Say. old man, look here a minute.
course, wnicn nas uecn a reaiure oi quaintances and they seemed to have
plan.
"I don't understand thU rate bill
Want to iimke some money? I've got
the work In school for some time, has been constituted much alike.
review,"
ttaid
iue
provision
court
world
greatest
a
in
the
for
the
scheme
been abolished, as it was a great
falArguello is to die Friday on the
Special Record Breaking Offer.
to the town and did not Justify lows. Preparations have been made Dead sure to make $25,000, and you railroad's junior counsel.
"(nxnl!" roared the senior counsel. TWO LOTS, one big store wun full
the outlay of money, as there weie by Sheriff Marion Uttrell ct Colfax needn't invent over $100."
stock of general merchandise; tw
"Aw, gwan. I've been reading Tom "Thin we needn't bother our heads
too few pupils.
county, for the execution, and everyextra rooms In store; large back
about it."
The following is the list of teach- thing is 1n readiness. The only thing Iwson for the last year."
yard; barn, and wagon shed;
ers for the ensuing school year, which that can eave Arguello now is a re
No.
parlors,
reMrs.
a
Bambini,
at
her
room house adjoining the store.
Arehmldes had just received
lx sins next September.
spite from the governor, and ii is not
Will
manuscript from cne of the 20D West Railroad avenue, is presell "dirt cheap" for cash
Decker, (principal; Miss believed that his will be granted jected
W. H.
thorough
scalp
treat
pared
to
t
give
magazines.
Prices and other information deCoon, Miss Richardson, Miss Barker, him. John Medlock, a negro, is to be
dressing,
corns,
treat
ment,
do hair
sired made known on app'.'cation in
"Ill bet I sell it this time," he
Miss KJnley, Miss Uenniuk and Mrs. hanged the same day as Arguello
person or writing to owner.
said, and he hastily added the lines: bunions and ingrowing nails. She
L. C. Smith.
i8 said that Arguello manifests
it
gives
manicurmassage
treatment and
"Give nie a lever long enough and
The Republican predicts a success-- ; little motion over h:s fate. He fakes
ing.
own
preparation
Mrs. Bambini's
I can move the United States
u
hcuooi, as
nil year ior
ln,. niatter qulto stoically and gives
of complexion cream builds up the
IKM'ker Is untiring in his efforts u lulo exriSt,l.;n to his thoughts.
skin and improves the complexion,
923 So. Second St.
build up tne scuoois.
Arguello is to lie hanged for kill
"Hello, (lusher, how're you? Haven't and is puaranteed not to bo injuriing Francisco Garcia, one of Sheriff seen yon for months. By th-- way, ous. She
prepares a hair tonic Albuquerque,
also
New Mexico
Davis' deputies. The sheriff had coin somebody told mo the other day t'nat that cures and prevents dandruff and
MERCHANT TAILORING
mlssioner Garcia to arrest Arguello, ' u'd dropped ioetry altogether."
hair falling out;, restores life to dead
Twenty Years
murUPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST wanting hlin for the
"That's right. I am working on fic- hair; removes moles, warts and su- Sciatica Curedof After
Torture.
Itowen,
Du.ssart,
at
Mrs.
Celia
of
der
BAMO.
AVENUE,
RAILROAD
tion now."
perfluous hair. Also a face powder.
about two years ago. Garcia located
"No."
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
freckle cure and pimple cure and pile B. For more tban twenty years MrMin
Arguello with a threshing nutfit on
Massey, of 3322 Clinton St..
"V 's. I'm wvi'ing a prospectus for cure.
are
.11 of these preparations
neapolis, Minn., was tortured by
My merchant tailoring shop is up-- ; Johnson's mesa, near Raton, and w hen
v, getable
fcoid mining company."
comjMHinds.
purely
Have
i
,
suffering
stairs over No. 20U West Railroad ave- - he went over to arrest him, the niur-nuejust ,i,!,,i
vibrator machine for sciatica. The pain and
where I solicit the patronage of derer shot him down,
Woman." said the enthusiastic and tn a it i. i: t of a scalp, face and cure of which be endured during this time is
Nothing
coiiiprehenslim.
the public. All work guaranteed first- -, There is little chanc. that Arguello eloquent advocate of the gentler sex, wrinkles It is also used for r'neuma-Gsni- , beyond
gave him any permanent relief until
class, as I have bad fifteen years' ex-- will escape the gallows. The fact "is the grandest and greatest yes.
massage.
pains
and
ho used Chamberlain's
Palm Balm.
perienee in the business. Suits made1 that he killed an officer who was try-- t the perfect work of the Creator. She
order. Cloth.- cleaned, pressed aua ing to arrest liim for another brutal is the fairest Mower in the great
V'!:y take a doen things to cure One application of that liniment reever tt.
icpaired. The specific I use will not murder, went auaiiiM him. and it is
Kennedy's
lieved the pain nd made sleep and
"is the first time
i..'uh?
Injure the cloth. ladies' garments not l.elieved that Governor llau rinan ' hennl :i i iilil.er nlmit called a flower
rest possible, and less than ono bottle
"
the
and Tar allays allays
,
'
If
j
licklinu-- drives the has effected a permanent cure.
ulso cleaned and walking skirts made will iiiterv ne.
lnnl;e in the dyspeptic old
That.''
that
i
I ever heard a cul
.. through your huwt !s.
to order. (Jive uio a trial.
bachelor, "is
Sold troubled with sciatica or rheumatism
"' lave been somewhat eostive, but ,. !,,,,. ,.im ,.aflHl a flower."
O. BAMBINI.
why not try a 25 cent bottle of Pain
II. O'Uielly & G).
-- oo
lKU's Reculcts gave just the result SI
Balm
and see for yourself how
'
A specific
for paiii Dr. Thomas' desired. They act mildly and ivkii-Ye Correspondent Becomes
:f has been drn. kiln; more quickly It reliev8 the pain. For sale
lieaK-st,
putstrongest,
on. Tin- was bv all druggists.
the bowels
Klectric Oil,
Poetical,
lid was
i
They're ((linking to
It was our extreme pleasure to
Walnut avenue. Al
ment over devised. A household rein-- i B. Krause,
twenty-fivVdUt ail docs Hie Wfi'..
A fi:i,eu
years, toona, l'a.
iu America for
iten,j a fishing party at the Johnson
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'Scenic Line of the World"

Grand Central Hotel

Shortest and quickest lino from
Santa Fo to Denvsr, Puoblo and Colorado Springs, and all Colorado points.
Connection at Donvar and Puoblo wtth
all lines oast and west. Time aa quick
and ratea aa low aa by other llnea.
PULLMAN
DINING
SLEEPERS.
CARS, TOURIST CARS, CHAIR
CARS.
On all through

trains. No tiresome
delaya at any station.

For Illustrated advertising
matter
or Information, address or apply to

gi--- t

A.

S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A.. Denver, Colo.
A. S. BARNEY, T. P. k.t Santa Fe, New Mex.

Bratina

J

j Communication Made Easy
El Paso & Southwestern System

E

Between the Great Southwest and Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago,
and all points North and East by the

Rock Island System

s

Shortest, quickest, therefore, the best. The only way with two through

trains daily, carrying standard and tourist sleepers, observation fining cars, chair cars and coaches. For any trip, anywhere, any time
TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.
For full particulars see any agent, or address

CARNETT KING
General Agent.

ten-cen-

A.

EL PASO, TEXAS.

Bratina

Santa

'

tliw-tirs- !

linl-ihit-

'

con--.-:-

,

-
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1

Fe Central Railway System

SUNSHINE ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.
Fast passenger and freight service. Steamship tickets to all parts
of the World.
Connections at Torrance, N M., with the El Paso & Southwestern,
and Chicago, Hock Island & PaMfic Hallways. At Kennedy and Santa
Ke, N. M., with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railway. At Santa
Ke with the Denver & Rio Gran le railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
Send your frelgbt via the Chicago, Rock Island & Paclflo railway, via Torrance, N. M.
Your business respectfully solicited.
V. 11. ANDREWS.
8. B. JRIMSHAW,
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
FRANK DIUERT, Asst. Secy, and Treas.
J P. EYNG.
A. L. GRIMSHAW,
Ciiy Fit. and Pass. Agt.
Traveling Frt. and Pass. Agt.
SANTA FE, N. M.
GENERAL OFFICES

:

'

R. STILL,
Gen. Pass. Agent.
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M
is locating at various places along the
line. The new tank will le set along
the sldo of the ank doing service
there now,: but Instead of having one
very inadequate SKut like the old
one, the new one will be equipped
cranes, to ln locatwith two
ed at opposite sides of the yards. This
will enable the watering of engine
b'th going and coming, and the unusual size of ;the water cranes will
docren?e the time lost in watering engines to only a few minutes, where,
with the four and six Inch cranes, as
much as fifteen minutes time is often
consumed. In filling an engine tank.
The work of constructing the new
tank 'will be done under the supervision of General Foreman Hickman,
and Is expected to be commenced at
once.

Just Like Finding It
bsn- -

ten-Inc-

If you found a silver dollar lying on the street
would you hesitate long before picking It up? I
lliink not. If you had an opportunity to save a clean
silver dollar In purchasing a piece of furniture for
a'iy room would you take advantage of It? 1 think

yta.

That's Just what we are offering With any price
at this Btore I will save you at least

,

of furniture sold

a clean silver dollar.

J. D, EMMONS the FURNITURE MAN
BOTH

DO YOU CARRY FIRE INSURANCE? Of course vou do. Will
your company pay for a, partial loss? Certainly yen would not be
foolish enough to insure In a company which did not.
DO YOU CARRY LIFE INSURANCE? Yes, loaded with It. Will
your company pay for partial loss on your life? No, you never
thought of that!

Pacific Mutual Life Insurance
OF CALIFORNIA

CORNER COAL AVENUE AND SOUTH SECOND

1

ivuci,
summer girl In
u

in rvi.vni

:iu pit.', nun

For further Information, call on or address,

green, half reclining
trunk, with golf sticks
and suit cases plied around her, forms
the artistically designed frontispiece
of a folder the passenger department
of the Santa Fe has given the public on the annual "convention of the
B. P. O. E., to be held at Denver, July
W. C. Cook, traveling freight
and passenger agent for the Santa Fe,
had a bunch of them today, and that
is the way The Citizen got one. It
is a folder cf elsht pages, containing
all the useful Information about the
way to Denver and what, will le there
at the convention that any one could
possibly want to know and doubtless
more, too. In fact, It is quite complete, even to the extent of telling
the time and schedule of all the social trains that will be run from the
varlcus parts of the country to the
convention city.
a

THiS CHANCE

jfefi

TO

SE-

CURE BARGAINS IN

HARNESS

SADDLES
BRIDLES
LAP ROBES

AND ETC.
We are offering some very special prices on this line- - of goods
and It will certainly pay you to get out prices before you buy.

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO.

ASSESSMENTS RAISED
OKLAHOMA

the Iron working departments first,
the same as here.
There seems to be a great difference of opinion among the workmen
PUERCO END as
to the merit of the bonus system.
Many of them do not like the plan,
and the result has been that many
Cut-Ofas Not have quit, their places being taken by

NO BIDDERS FOR

RIO
Of

the Belen

daily schedule, no
changes are expected.

f,

ON
RAILROADS.

p

nciu

-

General Building SoppHes

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phon

FIGURE ONWITH US

Furniture

Mowers, Rakes, Wheat Binders,

Cleans everything.

He

the

Is

Moving,

Man.

pack-in- g

and shipping, unpacking and
setting up, and Is no upstart at
the business. There is no other
Just Thornton. Both "Phones.
737 South Walter Street

J. KORBER
ALBUQUERQUE.

V

OILS, VARNISHES AND
BRUSHES.
Leather,
Harness,
Saddles, Iap
Dusters, Whips, Axle Oils, etc. Palmetto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
stops leaks. Cas'a paid for Hides and
Pelts.
408 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE.

THIRD STREET

WE FILL

Meat Market
All Kindt of Fresh and Salt

Steam Sausage Factory.

PRESCRIPTIONS

THE

,

Bottled

Wootton

Ranches

J. H. SHOEMAKER
Albuquerque, N. M.
Automatic Phone,

General Repair Shop.

Furniture packed and crated; gaso

Sole Agents.
199.

line and gas stoves repaired.
Next to Walton's drug store, South
Third street.

PIONEER BAKERY
BALLING,

YOTI a

A. Lucero

T,

to mFe signs

up

208 WEST SILVER AVE.

A. E. WALKER,

UNDERTAKERS

Secretary Mutual Building Association. Office at 217 West Railroad
avenue.

riRE

INSURANCE.

ORADI
Superintendents
Falrvlew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines, IJquors
and Cigars. Place your orders for
this line with us.
213 215 217

RANKIN & CO.

8TRONO BLOCK.

WEDDING

CAKES A SPECIALTY.
We desire patronage and we guarantee first class baking.
207 South First Street, Albuquerque.

Farms

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL, ESTATE,
LOANS.
Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armijo Building.

0. W. Strong's Sons

Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)

SIMON

and

vxxxxxxxx

A. D. JOHNSON

MELINI & EAKIN

RENHLS

Correspondence Solicited.
123 8. Third St.,
ALBUQUERQUE . . . . N.

e

120

M.
and

MONUMENTS
201-21-

1

N. Second St., Both Pbonas.

DRAGOIE

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Groceries,

Cigars and Tobacco, and

All Klndi of Fresh Meat.

300 North Broadway,

corner ot

Located on the Belen

IS

TO BE EXTENDED.
In the Car Department of Santa
Shops at San Bernardino.

&

V

Santa Fe Railway

Belen is 31 miles eouth of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main
Lie of the Santa Fe systemleading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

Fe

It Is exp i !t'd that by next week the
W'rk of t'x't T.iliiitf the bonus, or preni to the car department
mium
of the Sant.i Fe chops will e undertaken by those officials in e'.iarye of
at this point,
installing the
says the Sail Hwnardino Sun.
The cyst in was first installed here
about Mardi 1, and hince then efforts
toward pettinsthe
have been dinci-workplan working in a:i of the
ing department
of the hnps, one detak n.
partment at a time
The system is now in rce in allot
the iron w rklns departments, and is
iui:e sat isfac:orv, say 'lie officials,
to
be
ami attention will
the car department. tl:e "rip" track
being th first to In- pi teed under the
plan. The other (!e;:ar:in n'.s of the
ear shops will probably follow, uiril
tne planing mill, couch bmMini:
paint simp, etc., are ill
eluded.
It is understood
that the To;m ka
fhups are now entirely under the new
system, the change being made tin. re

of The Atchison, Topeka

Cui-o- ff

Wash-

ington avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.

NORTH THIRD STREET.

TES SLi HI lEf
EST- OEfcflTEB TOO
The Ftftwe Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

ff

BONUS SYSTEM

AND

12-fo-

Distillers.
FRANKFORT, KY.

Myer,

&

Real Estate

If you think that a windmill will not furnish you
with water, take a look
at my residence, at 512
South B nod way, and also
the two houses at the corner of Coal avenue and
Arnold street. They are
all supplied by a
mill, pumping the water
seventy-fivfeet.

in Bond.

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

The St. Elmo

it

j j j

CELEBRATED

O. P. o.
WHISKEY

Co., Agents. Albuquerque.

d

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE, NEXT 10 BANK OF
COMMERCE.
o

KXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX3SI

a

Reform Blfocul,

203

EMIL KLEINWORT.
Masonic Building, North Third Street.

ff

o

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

At Consistent
Prices

Meat.

i

Cut-Off-

N. M.

Thos. F. Keleher

I

0004000000000

& CO.,

PAINTS,

JEIWEZ HOT SPRINGS STAGE LINE

I

Presses & Farm Machinery

Hay

XX4XXXXXOX--

J

L' Trimble

Third and MarquctU

W0.

.mm

rat1

Works

wii.mii vnni l.i ULirmnu
THORNTON 1 ho Cla.ner

f

j

Machine

RIOy GRANDE
LUMBER CO.
-

XXXXXXXXXX
CTCAU
PADDCT
MCfll

Three stations on the eastern division of t'he El Paso & Southwestern, Pentado, Leonclto and Galllnas,
have been opened a freight and ticket stations. Increase of business in
the vicinity
these stations for the
past few months made the opening of
them imperative and will result In a
still heavier business, it Is believed.

vT"

Foundry and

R. P. HALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cart; IhafUan.
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Colnmns and Iron IToaU tw
Buildings.
mmpmlrm on Mining mnd Mill Machinery m mpmolmlty
Foundry east nlde of railroad Hack.
Albaqaaraaa, x. at.

cut-off-

13,-70-

.e

x

very great Horses

others. While some do not like It,
Fred Marshall, agent for the Santa
others do, and are pleased with it.
Fe at Wagon Mound, who has been
Enough Time Allowed
These are generally men who are
confined in the local hospital t'.iepast
rapid workmen and who are thus en- $3,600.
two months suffering from rheuma
For the Work.
abled to make extra money.
tism, has recovered sufficiently to be
How the new plan will be received
able to return to his station, and left
city,
who
Thomassherwood,
of
this
by the workmen in the car departhas
dis- this morning on the early train for
been
of
suierlntendent
this
IMPORTANT QUESTION OF WATER ments remains to be seen, hut the offfor the Hewitt Manufacturing Wlagon Mound, accompanied by Mrs.
icials state they anticipate no trouble, trict
company,
for over a year, has Just Marshall.
m
as the workmen thoroughly under- been appointed
inspector for the comC. W. Whitney,
of the Lantry-SharIt Is understood that the Santa Fe stand the plan.
pany, with jurisdiction over the en- Construction company, arrived
has not been successful In placing the
' ,tr d.n n n
r " ojoicui. fill.
lira Tf rt 14 In the city last evening and spent the
subtracts for the Rio Puerco end of RAILROAD TOPICS FROM
linra.)
n,flnfa,t,.0r
' minmnv 'la th
'"
day here transacting business for the
. w t r" , . ' , . "
THE NORTHWEST
.'
the cut-ofbids for which were called
Mr. Whitney Is in charge
for some weeks ago. The reason for
a,iZLfr.m ,the ,M,and has a contract to furnish all company.
this, it Is said, is that the railroad ..u.l, iwiu. i iuo itxiui. lust iriiiii brass supplies to the Santa Fe. Mr. of construction work "at the Belen
company Is in too much of a hurry to me scene of railroad war south of Isherwood will continue to make Al- cut-ofget the work done, when the high Durango, where the question of a buquerque Tils 'home and headquarters,
Agent T. R. Vurdy left this mornclass of construction
demanded is right of way up t'he Animas river was although his errltory will be from ing for Oklahoma
City, Okla. He extaken Into consideration, and that the in dispute lietween the Arizona & Chicago to California.
pects
to
within
return
a week, accomColorado
company,
suRailroad
m
subcontractors could not get used to
the
panied by his family.
the idea of doing it in the time re- preme court having decided In favor
I. L. Hibbard, superintendent, went
quired. The understanding is that the of the Arizona & Colorado company, west last night in company with C. N.
Dyspepsia Is our national ailment.
i..
contractors' time is to be lengenthened
IU,rllUK,uB a man Cotton, a wholesale proper f r.all.m Burdock
Blood Bitters Is the national
somewhat and that the bids will be
cure for it. It strengthens stomach
called for again in the near future.
membranes, promotes flow of digestThe cut-ois being built on the plan
ive juices, purifies the blood, builds
a line to
of the old established railroads of the
n,11
you up.
8
- the
east. Every culvert is stone or con- connection with the Southern Pacific, -"
about
450
miles,
Farmington,
to
crete, the track is as solid as if it had
this
been subject to the treatment of years season, and if satisfactory arrangements
can
be
made with some road
and it naturally takes more time to
build such a railroad, than for the running into Colorado Springs or Pueblo,
with
and
the people along the
hasty construction of the average
proposed line across the San Luis
western line.
Construction of Rio Puerco end is valley 'and through to Farmington,
estimated to require between seven !may begin construction on that line
noniy
and eight months after actual con- - ver
"We have projected two car lines
struction begins
The telegraph line has been con- east from (ho Modlnn nana - Iho
Llgnt rlg kavea elty for the springs
BLOCK'S HOTEL.
nected up with Mountainair and will Sangre de Cristo range, one to Col-- j
probably be into Willard this week. orado Springs and another to Pueblo. very Monday and Wednesday.
Only first-clashouse at the Springe.
Much
depends upon what arrange- Four-hors- e
stage leaves city
This is the permanent line and like
a
J
block
'
It is being built ments can be made as to which line Friday tnrougn in one day. nr.iV
the rest of the cut-oProprietor
will be constructed."
to stay forever.
As to the two strategical paints line wlth chan8e of stock en route.
Jemez Hot Sprinfls, New Mexico.
Track laying will commence from
Sunnyside west as soon as the falseteadMTePru,hndfohrk!M'&
work on the great Pecos bridge is
completed so that steel can be brought or the Rio Grande, loth are secured.
Future developments will he awaitIn from the Texlco end. The big rock
cut east of Eprls will not be complet- ed with interest. One thing is very
Fines! Whiskies
ed for a long time, but the temporary positive, and that is that the line
shorten thei
track will go around it so that the would very materially
line will be practically complete, and distance from Denver to Durango, and
Wines, Brandies. Etc.
its completion will aid materially in would pass through a country with
JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop'r.
mmm
a very great tonnage, both present!
hastening construction work.
The false work on the big bridge at and iprospective.
SAMPLE AND
Sunnyside is nearly complete. Three
West Railroad Avenue
CLUB ROOMS
of the great piers have been complet- SANTA FE ORDERS NEW
STEEL TANK AT ISLETA.i
ed and three more are above the water line. There are all in all twenty-tw- o Improvements Indicate
that Junction
of these piers, each one of which
Will not Lose It Identity, With
is a small mountain of concrete. The
DO
YOU WEAR
.
Building of the
BIFOCULS?
false work alone on this bridge la an
engineering feat of no small proporThat Isleta Junction will be of
tions.
greater importance in the future, inThe shallow well at Enclno In which stead of losing its identity, with the
If so. let os demonstrate the advantages of oar
a good flow of water has been found building of the Belen-RJPuerco cuthas proved a disappointment, for al- off, as has been prophesied. Is quite
a solid lense with two fields.
though there is plenty of water it is evident, from (ho fact that the Santa
so strong in alkali that it will not do re has just ordered the construction
Manufactured solely by the BESBER OPTICAL CO.
so a deep there of a new steel tank identical
for the engine boilers-anwell is to be put down at once. It is with ether steel tanks the company
5 West Gold Avenae.
hoped that artesian water will be encountered in this well.
Some further prospecting for water;
will go on at Epris, but there is not
much hope of finding it without great
depth. Failing to find it, it is under
stood that the company proposes to;
put in a pipe line from Willard, where
good water is plentiful. The pipe line
will be a rather expensive proposition,
but it merely goes to show the permanency of the work the Santa Fe is
doing on the cut-of- f.
As this work
near.s completion It Is more and more
cut-oplain that the
line will be one
of the finest examples of new railroad
construction in the history of railroad
building in America.
ff

Our Top Buggle and
Runabouta mast mora
W need th floor
space for another ear.
It's a time to help
i. r m
yourself by helping ua,
RUNABOUTS, were $55.00 to 1125.00; now
$46.00 to $108.00
TOP BUGGIES, were $65.00 to $140.00; now
$52.50 to $123.00
We are also quoting yery low prices on Surreys, Stanhopea, Concords, Buckboards, Spring Wagons, etc. Out of town business solicited.
write ror catalogue and prices

x

Albuquerque

and Mules Bought and Exchanged.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CflTY
J. V. Keys, supervising engineer for Second Street, between Railroad and
,
Copper Avenue.
the Santa Fe, on the Belen
who was In the city this morning,
ELITE CAFE
started in reference to the building of
the Belen-RI"The
Puerco cut-off- :
company's agents are buying the
GOOD
TABLE BOARD, $4 A
right, of way as fast as they can.
AT ELITE CAFE, 120 WEST
We'll le at the actual construction WEEK.
SILVER AVENUE, CLOSE TO
within a couple of weeks."

the

Into Yours

Tijeraa

W. L. T KIMBLE & CO.
die of June. Just what changes will
be mae in the present schedule of
trains Viaa not been given out. How- LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANSFER. STABLES.
ever, as the flyer will be continued on

The territorial board of railroad assessors of Oklahoma, has announced
on railroads, teleits assessments
graph companies and electric lines
for the current year. All of the larger roads, with the exception of tihe
Rock Island, are raised on some of
their lines. The "Katy" Is hit the
hardest, the assessment on its main
line being raised from $3,000 to
The Santa Fe's eastern Oklahoma line Is raised from $3,000 to

in

I

For New Mexico and Northern Arizona.
Room No. 1, N. T. Armljo Building.
Auto. Phone 730

16-2-

Pocket

Albuquerque
Carriage
Co
Corner rirtt end
Road.

F. B. SCHWENTKER, Manager

on a steamer

M

HIV

COMPARE
THIS WITH YOUR POL?'".
$10,000 policy provides: Weekly sick ber.flt, $50; weekly
accident benefit, $30; if injured on public conveyance, $100 per
week; for total disability, $10,000, In ten annual installments; In
case of death, $10,000; cash, or paid up insurance at maturity. Dividends nab! knnnflllv
,
Annual Cost per $1,000, at the age of 30 years
$27.00

Out of Our

J xd

A

FE FOLDER FOR
ELKS' CONVENTION.
The square Santa Fe trade mark,
the dial of a clock with an elk'd head
protruding lrom it, anil kiks lixcur--

STREET

I

A

Will Protect Yotf From Partial Loss

SANTA

r HONES.

Go.

I

y

The Belen Town acd Improvement Company Own, the Belen Townsitc
Of 1.000

bustneei and residence lots, size 25x142 feet, laid out with broad 80 and
Btreets, with alleys 20 feet
de, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old shade trees; publls school Boat. eot
churches, Commercial club; a population of 1,600 Inhabitants; largest mercantile establishments In New M pxico: the Belen Patent Rnllnr mill. rn(Mf. 1R0 barrels rtailv lrira
lnr- - ihr
etc. Belen Is the largest shipping point for wool, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay in
Central New Mexico. Its importance as a great commercial railroad city In the near future cannot ba estimated'
70-fo-

rtf H,000;
rultnruta,

nl

IL FIST LIMITED EXPRESS.

l

Tli
Jtl

Iota

Ui

MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA

crered are In the center of the city, well graded, (many of them imrrn4 h
aocd yard, drug store, harness shop, etc, etc. Also a
mode-hotel.
flrst-clan-

g

FE ROUTE

rn'ivatinn.

W.LL
r,

...a

CO OVER

.

....o

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH,
We need a

first-clas-

s

bakery, tailor sDop, shoe house, Jeweler, plumbing

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS;
TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
APPLY AT ONCf FOR MAP AND PRICES. IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

din-Mc-

sso, tlaatng

Bill.

n

DEEDS.

-

Thtr BoSen

M

JOHN BECKER, President

Toun and irnns'n ie m&m

ZQmmzr
WM. M. BERGER, Secretary

M

J

PAGE EIGHT.

ALBUQUERQUE

CITIZEN

EVENIXG

Ashing In the Rio Grande. According to the fishermen, the fish was
brought. to gaff with great difficulty,
as there was a wire fence near where
they had been angling.
Colonel A. W. Harris, the mine operator of the lllllsboro district, is in
the city today on business and pleas-WEATHER INDICATIONS.
re.
the Socorro hotel
P. N. Yunker.
Partly cloudy, with showers Wed
nesday; also In northeast portion to man. Is in the city employing mechanics to work on a new hotel building
night. Cooler Wednesday.
he is putting up at Mm Getn City. Mr.
Yunker says tliat tilings look prosARRIVAL OF TRAINS.
perous around Socorro, and he bewill supp it a
At 4 o'clock this afternoon all In- lieves that the place
hotel.
coming Santa Fe passenger l ruins
If on account of weak ankle you
One ff Mi' first
Indians
were reiorted on time.
to lie received into luemberMilp In the
are prevented from wearing Oxfords.
Attorney .1. Staab was a northbound Congregational church In this city,
Iiy a pair of our dainty hand turned
was Walter Analla. a member of a
pnsscnger
this morning.
shoes. They fit like a glove, are light
prosperous family In the Iaguna disMr. and Mrs. 11. J. MetJulre.
of
a graduate of the local Inand cool and set off the f,;ot to the
Helen, are spending the (lav In the trict, and
dian school, who was received Into
liost advantage.
city.
the church at the morning services
R. I Wxtton lias returned
from Sunday.
a real estate limitless trip to El
People do not generally know that
Paso.
it Is against an ordinance
t the city
I'nited to expectora'e on tne sidewalks, but
C. E. Newcomer, deputy
In
was
marshal,
last
Rosweii
m Stated
VICI KID, MILITARY HEEL
nevertheless. It Is so. The ordinance
Saturday on ofliclal business.
provides that anything Indecent and
$2 75
Mrs. Ren Ribo. of Who, N. M.. left against
public health is a misdeVERY
FINE Vir.i
rnniu j for her home In that place Inst, night, meanor. Anyway, the practice of
HEEL
spitting n the sidewalks should be
after a pleasant visit in this cliy.
It Is a filthy and disgustMrs. F. N. Hagen, of South Second stopped.
$3 00
street, left this morning on a pleasure ing habit.
FRENCH KID, CLOTH TOP
trip to Colorado Springs and DenE. W. Shut t . of the Shutt Improve$3 50
ment
ver.
company, returned to the city
PATENT KID, WITH DULL TOPS
Mrs. M. J. Hankin, of Portland, Ore., last night from S;. Louis, accompanS3 50
Mrs. ied by C. H. Maumsburg, of Denver;
Is the guest of her daughter,
PATENT COLT, DULL TOPS
O. II.
Anderson, at 402 West Silver E. M. Salyers, of Springfield, 111., and
E. T. Settle, a party or capitalists
avenue.
S 00
InMr. and Mrs. A. de Tulllo, and who are in New Mexlo seeking
Shutt and party left
daughter, after visiting Santa Fe rel- vestments. Mr.
morning In an ambulance for a
atives and friends, have returned ito this
8AUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
drive tip the valley.
the city.
B. H. Tallamadge of Rosweii, one
William Vaughan, proprietor of the
When purchased at P. P. Trotter's
Tallmadges
that have figPalace hotel, Santa Fe, was here yes- of the
grocery store, are sure to bring the terday on some land matters. He re- ured so prominently in the land fraud
canes tried at Rosweii, was a visitor
right flavor to all dishes Into which turned north this morning.
In the city yesterday, but refused to
Elf ego Baca, district attorney of
they enter. This Is because we al- Socorro county, was a visitor la the discuss any phases of the case, nor
would he talk of the rumored attempt
ways procure the best manufactured. city yesterday, returning home last of
his brother to purchase the Santa
We find out first what brands are re- evening on the midnight train.
Fe Central railroad. He left last
In
9
night,
morning
Tomorrow
at
o'clock
for Las Vegas.
liable and personally guarantee them.
Judge Abbott's chambers civil cases
The executive committee of the
will come up for assignment and at- Territorial Fair association, will hold
torneys Interested will govern them- an important meeting at the office of
selves accordingly.
the manager, P. F. McCanna, .tomor
Contractor John A. Laughlln Is In row (Wednesday) night. The officials
the city from Trinidad, Colo., where desire to clean up all outstanding acIs just completing a river wall (or counts held against the association,
COPVRlGri'
Not. 118 and 120 South Second street he
that city. The wall la 500 feet long and all such accounts should be
and Is built of concrete.
mailed to tither the manager or secpresident of retary as so n as possible.
Dr. G. W. Harrison,
the territorial board of health, la In
J. A. Hazer, the chicken raiser near
GEO, W. HICK0X.
T. Y. MAYNARD.
Santa Fe attending the second an- the government Indian school, has a
nual meeting of the board, which will faithful black buggy horse an anibe in session several days.
mal which has always being consid. Hon. J. W.
Raynolds, secretary of ered
Ttys afternoon,
the territory, has departed for Chi- however. In front of the office of the
cago to attend the annual meeting of Surety Investment company on south
the association of secretaries of the Second street, the horse took fright
new line
and shied from its hitching post,
several states and territories.
Harry Strong, of O. W. Strong's breaking the harness and bridle. The
China
Sons, leaves this evening with his buggy was tossed around but received
family, for Long Beach, Cal. Mr. no damage.
B. K. Adams, who has taken a five
Strong seeks the coast in anticipation
of recuperating from a, lad case of years' lease on the W. W. Strong
building ion Wtst Railroad avenue,
la grippe.
NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
for tlie purpose of conducting an unCharles Boettger, proprietor of the dertaking
business in Albuquerque,
SOUTH 8EC0ND 8TREET.
THE ARCH FRONT.
Sunnyslde Inn, old town, Is a great
from Auburn, Ind., last night,
sufferer these days from rheumatism, arrived
by his family. Mr. Ad
kidney and liver troubles, and he will accompanied
ams 'brings all Ills undertaking equip
In a few days visit the Jemez Hot ment
with him, and hopes to be ready
Springs.
for business dn alwut ten days. Hi3
There will be a meeting of Triple partner will be R. C. Dllgard, also
Link Rebekah Lodge No. 10, I. O. O. from Auburn.
F., at Odd Fellows' hall this (TuesThe other day, Mrs. H. H. Tilton
day) afternoon at 8 o'clock sharp. All
while attending to housemembers and all visiting members re- stumbled
hold duties nt her pretty home on
present.
quested
to
be
come
North Fourth street, falling to the
N. H. Andrus, watch Inspector for floor.
A physician was summoned.
the Santa Fe, on the Rio Grande di- and after an examination he provision, returned this morning from an nounced tho left ankle badly sprainofficial trip over the read. Mr. An- ed and two .mall lones In
ankle
drus was in El Paso on Sunday, and broken. The lady has manythefriends
saw the Pass
thoroughly In the city, who regret the accident
City
drenc-heby a hard rain.
which will compel Mrs. Tilton to reCHERRY
Mrs. H. R. Yew 11 and son, Paul, main indoors for several weeks.
AMERICAN BEAUTY
will leave tonight
for Long Beach,
D. A. Porferfleld. president of the
cal., where they will spend the Bum- Porterfitid
company,
Real
Estate
mer.
In
fall,
will
a
Paul
enter
the
Barnett Building
J. H. O'RIELLY CO, Druggists
leaves tonight for his old home In
military school a,ti Los Angeles, which Traer,
a month or two,
city will be the future home of him- looking Iowa, to sgend
after his business Interests.
self nd mother.
His family go with him with the ex
J. J. Johnson, the stage owner and ception of his son, who. with the
driver, will leave tomorrow morning, other partner, A. L. Martin, will con
bright and early, for the famous Je- tinue the business in Albuquerque.
mez Hot Springs. W. F. Swltzer and Tho Porterfield
company lias filed
Billy Chadwick will go along with articles tf Incorporation at Santa Fe,
him, and will remain at the springs with a paid up capital of $10,000, and
for a couple of weeks.
Intend going into business on a larger
Dr. and Mrs. Edmund Clayton are scale than fver.
Mrs. J. A. Knox came in on train
happy over the arrival at their home
Sunday morning of a baby girl. The No. 2 from Los Angeles this morning
little lady Is reported doing nicely, where she was an inmate of the Clara
and Mrs. Clayton; together with her Barton hospital, and submitted to an
husband, Is receiving the congratuoperation from Dr. Helen Anderson,
Mrs. Knox smaks
of the hospital.
lations of many friends.
Dr. Nathan Abbott, head of the law in the highest praises of her attenddepartment of the Stanford university, ing physician, and of the treatment
was In the city last evening for a she received while a patient at the
short time, .the guest of H. P. Bltt-ner- , above hospital. The lady says she Is
N. M.
en route to Chicago, where he glad to get back to sunny Ntw Mexwill give two courses of lectures In ico. She will remain in this city indaughter, Mrs.
the Chicago university during the definitely, visiting her
Lou Hanlon, t No. 313 West Tljeras
summer.
avenue.
THE
For the past week George K. Neher
from
has been suffering Intensely
Reliable ehoe polishes, Blanco and
rheumatism In his left leg and foot, Quick White for white shoes. Dandy
and has arranged to leave In a few or Hazel Brown for tan shoes, Jet Oil.
days for the Jemez Hot Springs. He Elite. Gilt Edge, French Gloss, Royal
will bo accompanied by Fred. Baxter, Gloss or Shlnola for black shoes. 10
RAILROAD AVE.
and they will bo abseut from tho city to z:,c at C. May's Shoe Store, 314
for a month.
West Railroad avenue.
Diamond, "Watch e. Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware. We Invite
James Craig and Ixu Holtz created
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.
NOTICE.
no small sensation today, by walking
Notice is hereby given that the
into the White Elephant saloon with
between F. H.
an immense "sea bass." Mr. Craig partnership agreement Springer,
Mitchell and W. H.
under
and Mr. Holla liad spent the forenoon tne
firm name of the City Scavenger
company, is dissolved, W. H. Springer
retiring. F. H. Mitchell remaining,
who will conduct the company under
the same name, paying all debts
I 19
ii by said company and collecting all monies due.
8. Second
(Signed)
West Gold
W. H. SPRINGER.
F. H. MITCHELL.
THE
HOME
OF
$
j
4
j
J
j i
j j
SCREEN TIME IS COMING.
Window screens, 7 cents per foot.
9
9
A home made door, with trimmings,

LOCAL. AND

PERSONAL

Summer Shoes
FOR WOMEN

first-clas-

s

full-bloo-

IK

k--

i

TUESDAY, MAY 22,
STAGE TO JEMEZ

SPRINGS

The undersigned
Is
prepared to
make trip to and from the celebrated JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS. Any information desired can be secured
from George H. Moore, No. 113 West
Railroad avenue.
JAMES T. JOHNSTON.
SELLING OUT AT COST.
Commencing Tuesday, May 2i nt
Candy Kitchen, 211 South Second
street, I will sell my entire stock of
candles, nuts, enkes, all fixtures,
candy tools, supplies, soda fountain,
rash register, range almost new, and
other things too numerous to mention.
W. G. HOFFMAN.

PROSPECTIVE BUILDERS.
Remember, Eureka is the only lime
here that will not pop, crack or
blister In the wall. See that It la
specified in your contract.
sold

HAHN

WANTED, STORAGE.
Your heating stoves stored for the
summer.
J. W. MASTERS,
118 Gold Avenue.

if

SASH,

Doors, Glass, Paint and

REX FLINTKOTE HOOFING

MAIL. ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

Albuquerque Lumber Co.

j9

-

f

i

5

!

,

j

!

j

?

i

Diamond

Palace

Subscribe for the Citizen and Get the News

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

con-triic- tt

',

(or $1.-We are making window screens all
mortiseii together, and as strong as
a door, for 7 cents a square foot. A
screen door,
or
that
will outlast any door shipped In here
s,
together
from the cast,
with
for $1.25.
We make the regular shop made
screen doors that have always cost,
hcre'dfore $2.00 to $2.25, for $1X0.
SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
PLANING MILL CO.
5.

I

WALKOVER tSIHOE
$3.50 & $4.00
JT

HEN you look at WALKOVER SHOES

you are at once impressed with their excellent style and character. When you put them
on your feet you gain inside information that will
back up your first impression. After you have
worn them a while and know them thoroughly-ins- ide
and out you find yourself confirmed in the

rJ
4

J

9

0

UfiG

'.W5BOB5E3X2

THE STORE FOR STYLE, SERVICE AND SAVING

Men's Clothing for Spring and Summer j
TO MAKE THEM MOVE FAST WE HAVE PLACED ON SALE ALL
OF THE LATEST STYLE DOUBLE AND
SINGLE BREASTED SACK
SUITS, THAT SOLD AT REGULAR PRICE FROM $16.50 TO $22, AT
THE VERY LOW PRICE OF

$15.00 the Suit
EVERY SUIT GUARANTEED. SEE BIG WINDOW DISPLAY.

TRUNKS, SUIT CASES AND BAGS
EXTRA SPECIAL ATTRACTION IN OUR TRUNK, SUIT CASE AND
BAG DEPARTMENT THIS WEEK. CALL AND INSPECT
OUR LINE
BEFORE BUYING.
PRICES ALWAYS THE LOWEST.

Whitney Company
Alaska Refrigerators,
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame Oil Stoves,
Gasoline Stoves.
Lawn and Garden Tools

S

Wholesale Distributers: McCormick Mowers, Rakes and Harvesting Machinery. Birdsell Wagons, Mead Hay Presses.
Winchester Rifles, Shot Guns and Ammunition.

U3, H5,

M Soath First Sir eet

40 J, 403 North First Street

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

Albuquerque,

ft

9

SIMON
tSTERM
Railroad Avenue Clothier

The Golden Rule Clothing Store

Co

and we were never
better able to entertain it. Treat
your throat at our fountain.
NEW
SPECIAL
SISTERS
O'RIELLY'S

FVFRTTT

& CO.

REGULAR
35 CENTS DINNER,
EVERY DAY, EXCEPT SUNDAY, AT
ZEIGER'S RESTAURANT, FROM 12
NOON TO 2 P. M.

It has

First and Marquette,

WITHOUT
BEING
DEAD
SURE
THAT THEY FIT AS NEAR LIKE
OLD SHOES AS IT IS POSSIBLE
FOR NEW SHOES TO FIT.
WE3 TAKE
A GOOD DEAL OF
PLEASURE IN CATERING TO THE
FEET
COMFORT OF ELDERLY
FOLKS.
THEN, TOO, WE HAVE THOSE
SOFT
LEATHERS
THAT
ARE
EVERY BIT AS SOFT AS CIX3TH.
THEY DON'T COST MUCH BUT
THEY ARE WORTH MUCH TO
DEAR OLD GRANDFATHER.
(AND THEY ARE JUST AS GOOD
FOR YOU IF YOUR FEET ARE TENDER)
W. L. DOUGLAS SHOE
53 59

b.-il-er

THE SODA THIRST

CEMENT,

to Your Grandfather

ROLLER FLOUR MILL FOR SALE.
Machinery,
complete,
including
and engine, for
roller
flour mill. Address, Martin Lohman,
N.
M.
Crucos,
Ias

Fine
Pickard's Hand
Painted
just arrived.
your
inspection.
We invite

LUMBER,

We wouldn't sell Shoes

Whitcomb Springs DeligMful summer resort, Is now open to the public. Good rooms, good meals, everything clean and nice. Bring your
families and come out and see us.
Mr. and Mrs. Thompeon.

F. F. TROTTER

The Hickox - Maynard

1906.

WALKOVER HABIT.

TRY A PAIR

trim-minu-

!
FRESH

CUT FLOWERS.

'

4

IVES, THE FLORIST.

TICKETS

R.R.

AND

EOUGHT. SOLO
EXCHANGED

Astoelatlon Office
Transactions
Guaranteed
18 W, R. R. Ave.iS
iROSENFIELD'S,
1

S. T. VANN, 0.

D,

FIRST ESTABLISHED
OPTICIAN IN
NEW MEXICO.

Eye Sight
Specialist

S,

PRESIDENT OF

Glasses fitted for relief of poor
nervous
vision, headache
and
Appointments
strain.
made at
Vann's drug 6tore.

NEW

MEXICO

OPTICAL BOARD.

WlclNTOSH HARDWARE COMPANY
Successors to E. J. POST

p a a ps pa na
and Retail irUAAUMLxP Ul

& COMPANY

Wholesale

Wholesale

REFRIGERATORS

and Retail

EUREKA COTTON
HOSE

ICE CREAM

FREEZERS

RUBBER HOSE

GARDENTOOLS

WIRE WINDOW
SCREENS

SPADEs7SHOVELS
RAKES

GALVANIZED
POULTRY NETTING

GARDENBARROWS

215 West Railroad Avenue

ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO
XXX7XXXXX4XX4XXX4XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
't

